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This thesis deals with the general equations for the 

vibration of thin cylinders and a theoretical and. experimental 

investigaton is made of the type of vibration usually 

associated with hells. 	The cylinders are supported so that 

the ends remain circular and the two conditions that there 

is no directional restraint and. that the ends are completely 

restrained are investigated. 	It is found that the complexity 

of the mode of vibration hears little relation to the natural 

frequency; 	for example, short cylinders of small thicirness- 

diameter ratio may have many of their higher frequencies 

associated with the sipler modes of vibration. 	The frequency 

equation is derived by the energy method, based en strain 

relations r,iven by Timoshenko and such an euuation is obtained 

for both end conditions; 	also an empirical relation eon- 

nectingthie two conditions is invesiigated.. 	.hen the ends 

are freely sup)orted, dia 	 ... 	 - 

are comparable to those of Love 	 .• t 	I 

are evident due to the strain exrressions used by each author. 

ExDerimental results are given for various ci.rlinders, including 

one in which tne simpler modes of vibration occur in the higher 

freouency range. 	It is shown that for a rarticular nodal 

pattern there are three possible natural frequencies, of which 

two are normally beyond the aural range. 
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I 	INTRODUCTION 

a thin cylindrical shell may vibrate in a variety of 

ways depending on the particular straining actions involved. 

This thesis is confined to the type of vibration in which 

the displacements are unscmnetrical, i.e. they vary with 

their position on the circumference, and both bending and 

stretching of the shell walls occur; 	the tones emitted by 

church bellA are similar to this class of vibration. 	Some 

of the vibration forms to be investigated are illustrated 

in fig. 1. 	For sections perpendicular to the axis of the 

cylinder, the vibration consists of both radial and tan-

gential movement rit a n.uiahe of stat onery Taves formed 

around the circumference. 	In the simplest ease (n 

there are four positions at which the radial movement is 

zero [fir,. l(r)J; 	for convenience, these will be referred 

to as circumferential nodes although some tangential motion 

is known to exist there. 	The form of vibration increases 

in comrlexitv with the number of nodes but theoretically 

there is no limit to the number which may be present. 	For 

a cylinder with free ends the fundamental vibration form for 

a given circumferential arrangement exists when. all cross-

sections of the cylinder describe precisely the same motion. 

In such a case a strip of the shell parallel to the axis 

remains straight during vibration. 	owever,in practice, 

* 	list of symbols is given in mpendix I, p. 59 
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the ends of cylinders are not free but are supported in some 

manner; 	only two-possible end conditions are considered 

here. 	The first is termed "freely supported" and is applic- 

able to cylinders in which both ends are maintained circular 

and no directional restraint is imposed. 	For the second 

condition, both ends are kept circular and completely restrained 

in direction; 	this will be referred to s "fixed". 	Vith 

either of these end conditions, waves in the axial direction 

exist in 	.cm:i -a 	t'w 5t 	 fl CflCu-- 

ire 	e 7`1,iE• 	oy 	L.ss 	nd7;L1on,nj 	 Thp in 

1(b) for a cylinder with freely supported ends. 	It will be 

observed that certain cross-sections of the cylinder remain 

at rest, depending on the number of axial waves which are 

present. 	The positions of these cross-sections define the 

axial nodes. 	Thus an infinite number of axial vibration 

forms are theoretically possible and each of these may be 

combined with any number of circumferential forms. 	To define 

any particular nodal arrangement, it is only necessary to 

specify the number of circumferential waves, n, and the 

number of axial half waves, m; for e7ample, fig. 1(c) 

illustrates the vibration form n = 3, ii 	4. It will be 

shown that three distinct natural frequencies are associated 

with each nodal pattern, depending on the relative amplitudes 

of the three component vibrations executed by an element of 

the cylinder but for each pattern two of these frequencies 
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ere beyond the auiral range. 	For cylinders with fixed ends 

any number of circumferential nodes can exist in conjunction 

with any number of axial nodes. 	his is similar to the 

arrangement for freely supported ends but for a mode of 

vibration with fixed ends, te axial half-waves are not all 

of the same length or shape. 

II 	GEN:BAL T]-]D BY 

Rayleir 	(1894, Uhapter ) derived an eTpresSion for 

the natural frequencies of thin cylindrical shells with free 

ends, vibrating with circumferential nodes. 	In order to 

obtein this expression, he assumed the deformations to be 

inextensional; 	this means that the length of any line drawn 

on the middle si.:face of the shell (an imeginary surface 

situated r.t mid thickness) remains unaltered during vibiations 

of small amplitude. 	Bending was thus accepted as the only 

straining action and stretching of the shell was ignored. 

hue applicable to the particular problem which kayleigh 

investigeted, this concept has limitations; 	if the end 

conditions of the cylinder are other than free, it is not 

possible for the middle surfece es a wo1e to remain 

unextended. 	hayleigh only considered vibrations in which 

all cross-sections throughout the entire length of the c::L- 

inder performed exactly the same motion; 	if either one or 

.mmt 7 	on p.88 
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both ends is freely supported or fixed, this condition cannot 

be fulfilled. 	By equating the kinetic energy at the mean 

position to the strain energy at the maximum displacement, he 

obtained t a fall owin_ expression for frecuency: - 

j•. /f W _______ 

ir./Lt2 pa4(1o*)JL 	n3+1 

n 	ua:e inoL ain d.eI)erles 

upon the properties of the material and dimensions of the 

cylinder and the second upon the nodal configuration. 

For modes of vibration in which both circumferential 

and axial nodes exist, the assumption of inetension of the 

middle surface is inadmissible and the resulting analysis 

-more complicated. 	In such cases, both bending and stretching 

of the shell wall must be considered. 

The initial procedure involves the derivation of 

equations connectina the three component displacements, U, 

v and w in the directions x, y and. z (fig. 1), of a point 

in the middle surface of the shell. 	'!his may be achieved 

in two ways, which are summarised below: - 

forces and moments actin, on a small element are 

conside ed and the conditions of euiljbrium established; 

the forces and moments are expressed first in tems of sin 

and change of curvature of the middle surface and then as 

functions of the displacements. 	The three resultin.: ec1uations 

express u, v and w and their derivatives in terms of the 

elasticity and density of the material and the dimensions of 



the cylinder. 	To proceed further, a vibration form com- 

patible witii the end conditions must be assumed. 

(b) The strain energy is e:pressed first in terms of the 

strains and then as a function of the displacements, using 

the strain-displacement relations: 	as the displacements 

vary over the middle surface of the shell, it is necessary 

to assume a vibration form, compatible with the end conditions 

in order to integrate the expressions for strain energy. 

The kinetic energy is expressed in terms of the rates of 

change of the displacements. 	As both strain and kinetic 

energy are functions of three independent variables, U, v 

and w, the Lagrange dynamical equation_ may be used to form 

three equations con.nectin the displaceirents and their deriv-

atives. 

The procedures have two assumptions in common (i) the 

strain displacement relations for a thin cylinder, (ii) the 

vibration form. 	Procedure (a) is more general, as the 

assumption of a vibration 1'orr;1, deoend cut upon the particular 

end conditions. occurs later in the analysis but procedure (b) 

makes the physical meanine of the various terms clearer; 

also with the latter method, it, is possible to assume an 

approximate vib,ation form and to derive values of frequency 

which can be confirmed by experiment. 	This will be illus- 

trated when the vibration of cylinders with fixed ends is 

considered. 	It is similar to the Rayleigh method, used for 

vibrations with a single degree of freedom, of obtaining 
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approximate but accurate values of frequency by assumin; the 

wave-torn' of a vibrating; body and considering changes of 

strain and kinetic energy. 	By assuming tbe form of vib- 

ration, the syleigh method introduces additional constra ints 

with the result that the derived, frequency may be higher than 

the actuol frequency; 	this effect is apparent in a few of 

the modes of vibration considered later in the per. 

Procedure (a) has been followed by Love (192?), fliige 

(193) and Tinioshenko (1940). 	their results are not iden- 

tical as each bases his work on different assumptions and 

approximations, which will now be considered briefly. 	Th.ere 

are three main differences 'between the analyses and they are 

as follows:- 

`."Then cons iderine an element of tae cylinder, Love and 

Fl5gge both make allowance for the trapezoidal shape of the 

two faces, which lie in the planes perpendicular to the cyl- 

inder axis (fig. 30). 	Timoshenko assumes the inner and 

outer edges of these 	ces to be the seine length. 

Each author uses diLferent approxiiIatiOnS to express 

the strain, e, at. a point distant z tana the middle surface 

in ter'n of the extensional strain, E , and change of cur- 

vatur.a K . 11(c) 

thet 	''::rkoa or ct -il' c., o, cr" 	iiO to give 

a series of tue fe7rn:- 

5 -. -'. 
a a a* 
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From t Th above 0; OSS.Ofl, the authors select terms of 

tie followin ttnos, recniH inr tb e remoiniut terms s 

iflS 

Love 	 f 1 rfl lfl 

£Z E C 

Z ) L' JC 
a 	 a 

tL5, Love cona en; tet E 	 cocecied wit 	K 

and tu 	JHtm:i n. 	1 	:ic0.E 	 , hut co±i 
cA 

siders 	 ice ot z is 	and the ratio of 

thjccnesc 

 

to ;Hus is scall for a thin cylinder, by defirition, 

iI :. terms 	K and .E are alvays small compared wit 	ed 

respectivoly. 	On this basis, TirLoshenko ignores all strain 

tei:s containing .. 	However, FJijgp,e co ii en:ii the teIis 
a 

in the expansion of the strain, e, iflcludiT;T z2 e 	cwer 

Dowers of z. 

(iii)Love considers the existence of a direct stress acting 

radially in the cylinder walls, satisfying the condition of 

zero stress at the inner and outer boundaries. 

It is necessary to consider now the objects of the work 

of these three authors. 	Love obtains three ecuations connect- 

ing the three component displacements and their derivatives; 

the conditions for the ends of the cylinder to be free are 

mentioned but no solution of the equations in order to attain 

an expression for frequency is attempted. 	Instead a possible 

manner in which tiie dis-olEcement might vary along the axis of 

the cylinder is indicated. 

Having obtained three eiu.tions connectine: the displace-

ments, ilciyge assumes a vibration of the form:- 
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rrX 	 j 
U = 	CO:  

(2) 

rn7rx 	

- 

= .1 STi.-  

satis:ii:in: tLa condit ons o LnolLv supported ends. 	His 

analysis leads to three natural fretuencies being obtained 

for any one nodal configuration. 	It is shown that each is 

associated nith o particular arrange.-. !-I 	of the ratios of 

the maximum vibration amplitudes occurring in the three com- 

ponent directions. 	lthough the presence of the integer in 

in the vibration expressions allows for the existence of 

axial nodes, no attempt is made to investigate them. 	Hhilst 

he states the conditions for both free and fixed ends in his 

book, blgge does not suggest a vibration form for either of 

these end conditions. 

off 	 H 

equations connecting the three d isple.c ement S. 

;orking independently, the author derived freguency 

expressions using the energy method described in ('c) and 

assuming the form for the axiaL, 	cumfernii:H 	radial 

disple.cements previously uote [ .m.tions (L ), 	was 

later found that Flügge had us ---. c
, ar identic 	vibration form 

to derive a freuency er, -ession by the equilibrium method 

(a). 	In this thesis a vibration form compatible with the 

conditions for fixad ends is also assumed and a frequency 

expression for this condition derived by the energy 



method. 	The two end conditions -, freely supported and- 

fixed 

nd

fixecj - will now be considered separately in greater detail. 

J1IT"DEk 3 J[J J 	 EI1I)S 

III TFfiORY 

The mathematical theory is given in full in ppendix 

II (a) p. 62; 	it is summarised as procedure (h) a. 5 and 

the vibro t ion form is r,  Van tr en  

1* = 	coo 	cos n ens ot 

V 	515 vn7CS-fl 	SO C4 t 

SlIP; Th)T)( 005 	515 wt -r- 
WiiCTe 	and 0 arm constsoL n , . 	ii tao Pre;..i.ency and 11 

2ir 
nd is are integers defininC t [0 i mimferential and axial 

nodes; 	the number of nodes is respectively 2n and (i+l) 

for freely supported ends. 	From the three displacement 

equCtions, obtained by applying Lacrange's  eauetion to the 

expressions for strain and kinetic energy, it is possible 

to eli[1in 5 T 	5 Dilfit I:rlY S 	 S no U to to nn -L C5 cITh ic 

&-.Içt+ k, t -I(0:0 

i/Car C h, P, ra - me as specii ied 1i .appendix II (a) 

SUE ii 	fl 	10) OfiS 	- -, 

f1 /IElA 
bra L p(t_o.2)J 

COsilic iOU 	.., oaom:m on tii as a at v 	tiaii, rae 

dimensions of the cylinder and Poisson's ratio, 	The above 

equation gives three real positive values iTs: 	and co:- 
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seuently three frequencies are obtained., for any given nodal 

confiauration of the cylinder. 	The magnitudes of the 

coefficients indicate tht in gener:-1 three real positive 

roots can he expected; 	as the cubic equation fives no 

indication of how the fretiuency varies with the nodal pattern 

osiculations for particular cases a:Je made. 	It is found that 

the first root of the cubic is small aridis p:iven as a first 

r'w:ml,: 	io by: - 

,-Ind as a second approximation by 

Aand can be accurately deternn. K, 	K, (Ke 
by 	( 	) 0 I 	 I fl I () this nature. 	both 

K1  
and 	ore smaif compared wit 	 2 t e quod ratio 

-i vir t-. ta' a oro.iaina roots is anrroam'la-t;ellT: 

0 

'-n'- thore uiil ue three real ead ositive roots, if 

'-2 > 	q 1  and from equations (1) tppendix 11(a)), it is 

founq that this relation is true for all modes of vb.:' 

so thot in general for a particular nodal pattern, three 

frequencies can be obtained. 	The two roots given by the 

auadaatic are large com-pared with tb.e other root and only the 

lowest nives a frequency inside the enrol range. 	As will be 

seen later the essential difference between vibrations with 

the saie pot tern is the Polo tive mm'1 t.0 e of the mot ons, u, 

v and w. 
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In order to facilitate the calculations and, as a basis 

for plotting the results, four. non-dimensional factors were 

chosen, nnuely;- 

J
4irZa!P (i_a Z) 

E9 

A 	.er'ctn 	 Zira 	mnp 

	

wave-leneitti 	2?/m 	t 

ii 	number of c irciuiierentja1 naves 
s 	'H -thicknes--,-- -------- 	= - 

rican radius 
Of these, the first is propotional to fre 1 uencir, the second 

and third define the nodal pattern and the fourth is dependent 

on the cross-sectie of tue cirlinder. 	By drawing curves of 
v ri'Le o:: J with A for sufficient values of oC end 

Ti, 	, v. v) ivuc v tie frequency, can be obtained for any mode 

of i iL iuition for a cylinder of any dimensions (provided that 

the cylinder can he specified as thin. ) 	Strictly the curves 

will only apply to the material for which a value of hoisson's 

ratio has been assumed to calculate the coefficients, h, in 

the frequency equation; 	as no other constant of the material 

appears in this calculati-on and the variation of Poisson's 

ratio for a wide rane of metals is small, it can be assumed 

that the curves are applicableto other materials and, that 

frequencies can be derived from them without appreciable 

error. 	As tue experimental cylinders to be considered later 

mere all of steel, Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 0.29 in 

all the calculations described below. 

Preiimn,cv calcula t fans iiO:C ad e for a series of thickness 
ratios oC over a ran&e of values at A 	te results are 
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p1ottd 	figs. t to 7. 	in these, curves of 	are plotted 

n.t A for various nodal a r:angeLaent 5, n, having the value 

oil: 	ran;Lant foL each diagrnw. 	For an infinitely thin 

cglincler (aC 	0) (fig. ), the natural frejuen.cy decreases 

as n incre sea for any axial wave length: 	tiiis is a direct 

contradiction of the axiom that the freouency increases with 

the compleity of the mode of vibration. 	Considering the 

other dieg ams, it will be observed that thi 	hfiaowenOfl is 

not confined to hvrothetical cylinders: 	faaC< 	0.004, 

(fig. 4), when A = 	(a short cylinder or a 	ac number of 

axial waves) , L.Le frequency increases as the number of cir-

cwe:t:;h nodes decreases, although for this thickness 

whena 	nf±nitely long axial wave length), the frecjuency 

inc: 	with tne munber n. 	s the thickness ratio is 

lnc:Leascd. the axial wave length reiui:Lad to produce this 

act is much reduced. 	For example, when 

0< 	. 	: 	cnlv a few of the frenuency (PiT5 cross 

n te range ci A considered (from 0 to d and vae oc = 0.1 

(fig. 7), only 	a curves for n 	and. a = 	cross ach other. 

Curves have also been plota k of the aiaauencv factor 

against the thickness rat o,0, aa vnao 	ranbors of 

ciicurLferentjs;i nodes with the axial :we iwati 	i constuat 

for each diagram (ii ::. B to 11). 	The values o A aliosen 

are 0, 1, f and 4. 	It will a Thservac Liat for a nun- 

itely long 	ial c.Iave lenth ( A = C), 13 i directly pro- 

	

portiona.l -*Cr) o< 	increases wit:. n: 	H.n :ight have been 
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predicted fran the rollowin cons id. erations. 	hen the wave 

length is very great, tc end conditions are of no account 

and each axial cross-secticn behaves in the same rmnner; 

thus the 	2.a h formula. (er:tna. t 1) is applicable and 

this 	a 	n national t 	and increasing with n. 

For 	reversed freqUency effect is 

ezhi'nited by the V. 	 clind era h't ant. h ti e thicher 

tw CLS.V55 C:.ta 1Lt7 far as raube of A 	Cit 	to 

4, as it was antic ipated that most. practical va auna would 

lie within this range, which includes both long, cylinders 

with many axial nodes and short ones with a few nodes. 

ctuallv in the experimente. work sore modes of vibration 

ur 	inves ti t.e ha.vin.: hih freguen.cies and short axial 

wave-len,ths, .ivin..:: values nf A :reater than 4. 	however, 

these modes are not those most II ael:r to occur in pa.'actiee and 

thus the fte 'mu curves have not been extended beyond i\ = 

s some of t a 	curves exhibit reverse curvature, an 

inspection oh 	nei.uency expression was made 

whether the frecuency reached a maximum at any v 	 A 

Investigation shows that the freauency always increases as 

the axial wrnrn-2na h.h decreases, thw 	t 	rate of increase 

reverse cur 

mci 	it 	. :c curves dan- a and for very 

thin cylinders; 	there is a. point of inflection on the 

frequency curves for four circumferential nodes for all 
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values of the thichness ratio, but it only occurs on the 

curves for higher numbers of nodes for the very thin cyl-

inders. 

TV 	 ITTh.1G.diiCi'Th 

The cylinders were all made of steel so that vibration 

might be prod.uced. by magnetic means. 	Circular steel end 

pieces were made to give approximate line contact with the 

internal circumference so that the assumed end conditions 

were obtained. 	(see fig. 12). 	It was discov-red that 

these end pieces had to be machined accurately as any slack- 

ness of fit caused inconsistent results. 	The cylinder 

fitted with its end pieces was supported between centres 

and a small electromagnet placed near its circunference. 

Generally the centres of a lathe were used with the electro-

magnet in the tool-holder; then the necessary fine adjusiiaat 

was available to bring the magnet very close to the circum-

ference of the cylinder without actually touching it and the 

tool-holder was a sufficiently rigid support to prevent the 

force of attraction between the magnet and the cylinder 

causing the magnet to move into contact with the latter. 

Also the magnet could be moved to any position along the axis 

of the cylinder. 	Plate 1 shows the experimental set-up with 

a cylinder with fixed ends in the lathe, but the other details 

are relevant to this part of the work. 
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The electro-magnet was coupled to a beat frecjuency 

oscillator with a range from zero to 16 kilocycles per 

second and was used to stimulate the natural frecuencies of 

the cylinder. 	The frequency supplied to the magnet was 

slowly increased and as a natural frequency wes reached, 

the amplitude of vibraton and, with it, the intensity of 

the note emitted by the cylinder increased sharply. 	The 

oscillator was tuned by ear on to the resonant frequency and 

an investigation of the nodal pattern made with the aid of 

a medical stethoscope. 	The cylinder was traversed b\r the 

stethoscope and the number of circumferential nodes counted. 

If the cylinder had been mathematically perfect, the circum-

ferential nodes would have no preferential location and thus 

on rotating the cylinder the nodes would be fired in space. 

:fowever, due to the presence of minute imperections, there 

are two preferential locations for tie nodes (payleigh, 1894 

p. 389) and each of these is associated with a particular 

frequency. 	For an accurately machined cylinder, these two 

freuencies are very close to each other and for the cylinders 

used in these experiments it w!--, s usua1lr impossible to deter- 

mine two separate freuencics. 	however, if less care had 

been taken to produce nearly perfect cylinders or they had 

been deliberately made eccentric, the two frequencies would 

have been observed with a considerable ga.p between them. 

Due to the presence of preferential locations, the nodes 

remained fixed relative to tiie cylinder and thus on roting 
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the cylinder slowly and hiding the stethoscope close to it, 

a periodic incease and decrease of sound intensity was 

heard; 	the number of fluctuations was counted to ;<ive the 

number of circumferential nodes. 	For any pattern the angle 

subtended at the axis by two adjacent circumferential nodes 
1800  

was 	and the angle between the positions of the nodes 
900  

in the two preferential locations was n; 	thus, by 

selecting; a freuuency at which there was a response from the 

vibrations associated with both preferential positions, there 

might have been confusion about the number of nodes present. 

In practice, this gave little troubl and could always be 

eliminated by putting the magnet at a node point for one of 

the preferential locations and traversing the stationary 

cylinder with the stethoscope. 	This latter technique was 

only adopted if necessary, as it was more convenient to rot- 

ate the cylinder, :eeping, the stethoscope fixed. 	To record 

the nrmber of axial nodes present, the stethoscope was moved 

parallel to the axis from one end of the cylinder to the 

other; 	alternatively, the magnet traversed the cylinder, 

the intensity of the note falling to a minimum when the 

magnet's location was opposite an axial node. 	Their number 

always included those at tie t.ro ends. 	In tiis manner, the 

whole frequency range w .s covered; 	frequent movement of the 

magnet relative to the cylinder wee necessary to ensure that 

no node was missed due to the ma;net being opposlte a node-

point. 

ode

point. 	ils the power supplied to the oscillator was small, 
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there was little sound emitted fro,-,-) the cylinder except when 

a natural freuuency had been obtained. 

Some of the modes of vibration were more easily stim-

ulated than others; 	difficulty was experienced in obtaining 

Patterns with four circumferential nodes and several axial 

nodes, particulnrly when these modes had higher frequencies 

than less complex patterns. 	It wes found that the frecuencies 

were affected by the axial pressure exerted on the suiiporting 

centres; 	increase of pressure produced. a slight increase in 

frequency. 	Lneoretically a unifore xial load should not 

affect the freeuency of vibration 
U 

es Appendix flI (h)J; 

probably this experimental effect - 	due to the preosure 

changing the end conditions. 	i-is the tailstock of the lathe 

was tidhtened up, inoreasinq; the pressure, a certain amount of 

directional restraint was introduced at the ends and thus a 

condition between freely supported and fixed ends was 

obtained; 	as will he shown later, fixing the ends increases 

the fresuencies for a :iven cylind ci'. 	Thus, in order to et 

I 	etpu1etred end cond it ions , noaxisi. 	i - hnuld he 

introcluc ed 

Dalihretion of Oscillator 

ji.s all the experimental results depend on the accuracy 

of the oscillator, the latter was calibrated; 	the oscillator 

was of the heat frequency type and the frequency output was 

obtained from the difference of two dial readings. 	One dial 
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had a high frequency range of 0 - 10,000 cycles per second 

and was araduated at intervals of 500 cycles per second; 

the low fre nency dial had a range of 0 - 600 cycles per 

second graduated at 50 cycle intervals. 	0'ly rarely were 

eerirnental frëuencies of less than 600 cycles per second. 

encountered so that in general both dials were used to obtain 

a freouency accurately; 	the high frequency dial was set at 

a convenient multiple of 500 cycles per second and the low 

frequency dial turned until resonance occurred at one of the 

cylinder's natural frequencies. 	Then it was possible to 

estimate the reading of the latter dial to the nearest 10 

cycles and by subtracting this value from the high frequency 

reading to obtain the output frequency of the oscillator. 

The instrument contained an output control and fine and 

coarse adjustments for setting the zero. 	After switching 

on, the oscillator required a period of about fifteen minutes 

to "warm up" and become stable; 	during, this period the zero 

reading fluctuated, but did not vary afterwards. 

In calibrating the oscillator, a double bean cathode ray 

oscilloscope was used in conjunction with a 250 cycles per 

second hiave Gee pulse signal, of which the frequency was 

guaranteed to an accuracy of one part in ten million. 	The 

signal actuated one be,  of the oscilloscope end. the output 

of the oscillator was fed to the other heam. 	If the oscil- 

lator output is adjusted to 250 cycles per second, or to any 

multiple of this frequency, the two traces will move across 
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the screen xith the sae velocity and if the oscillator 

freuuency is not exactly a multiple of 250 cycles per second, 

the relative velocity of the traces is a measure of the 

deviation of the former frequency from the relevant railtiple 

of 250 cycles per second. 	The high fre!uency dial was 

calibrated first; 	the dial was set to a chosen frequency, 

then adjusted slightly until there was no relative movement 

hetwen the traces and the reading noted. 	Over the cori1ete 

range of the oscillator it was not possible to determine any 

difference between the actual dial reading and the ohosen 

multiple of the signal frequency. 	Thus for this dial the 

only error likely to occur is in setting it accurately on a 

500 cycle graduation mark. 	A similar calibration was carried 

out for the low range dial alone except that fractions of the 

pulse frequency were used. 	The fesults given in rjiab] e  1 

were obtained: - 

TABLE 1. 

Calibration headings for Oscillator. 

Fraction 
of pulse 
f'recuency 

ctual Frequency 

cycles per sec. 

Oscillator Reading 
(low range) 

cycles per sec. 

1 250 250 

2/5 100 98 

i/s so 

20 18 

For very low frequencies, the percentage error was high 



but as such trequencies were not obtained in this work with 

cylinders, the conclusion drawn from the calibration was that 

the oscillator was accurate over the desired range. 

Experimental work was conducted nu six different cyl- 

inders; 	of these, four for whicb oc 0.0525 were identical 

in all dimensions except length. 	lengths were made 

proportional to the fractions, 1, 	d :, so that a com- 

parison miaht he made when each vibrated with tOo saie axial 

wave length. 	The fifth cvlinc o 	'ye Ore of 	0.0268; 

for the remaining cylinder 	.01 	it 	eeno ía fly 

produced to exhibit the peculiar effects of reversed frequency 

shown in the diagrams. 

V 	E0:oRIOOThfTAL OiOSU1JTS 

The details of the four cylinders with the same cross- 

sect- on were:- 

	

	Outside dieiieter 	= 0.900 inches 

Internal diameter = 3.748 incOes 

The effective lengths when the cylinders were freely supported 

at the ends were:- ere:- 

Cylinder Cylinder 	 Length (inches) 

l 	 15.63 

2 	 7.77 

3 	 5.15 

4 	 3.84 

In the curve of fig. 13, the calculated variation of 

frequency with A io plotted for 4 to 12 circumferential 
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nodes ( n 	2 to n 	6). 	The calculations were based on the 

following, constants:-

young. t s 

onstants:-

Young's I:iodulus 29 	x lE 	lb. per s:.in. 

Poisson's Ratio 	0.29 

Density 	 P = 0.283 lb. per cu.in. 

The calci.iIt. 	I enency curves am: similar to those of 

fig. 6 ( variation of I with A for 	(-',, .0525). 	The exper- 

imental frequencies for the four cylinders have been super- 

posed on the curves; 	the points for cylinders, 2, 3 and 4 

are ma;ked with the corresponding number, whilst these for 

cylinder 1 are left unmarked. 	is the cylinder length 

decreases, the number of modes for which the frequency lies 

within the ural range becomes less. 	Thus most frequencies 

were obtained for cylinder 1, a total of 41 natural frequicies 

being determined. 	In order to facilitate comparison, tables 

are given below of all the observed frequencies for cylinders 

1, 2, 3 and 4 with the calculated values for cylinder 1; 	for 

the latter cylinder, the frequencies were specially calculated 

for each value of the axial wave length, but for the other 

cylinders, the frequencies were taken from the general curves 

and are therefore not recorded in the tables. 

There is reasonable agreement between the experimental 

results and those predicted by theory; 	the greatest diver- 

gence occurs when n = 2. 	In this case, a dotted line joining 

the experimental points he s been drawn for cospari son. 	The 

agreement is not so good for the shorter cylinders as for the 
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long cylinder 1. 	This may be due to difficulty in deter- 

mining the effective length exactly; 	further reference will 

be made to this possible error, when considering, the results 

for other cylinders. 

The results give evidence to sun oTt the t 	trt the 

higher frequencies are not necesssrjLr associated with the more 

complex patterns. 	The value ot A .1.3 corresonds to 7, 4 

and 3 axial nodes for cylinders 1, ~:1 and 3 respectively; 	for 

8 circumferential nodes and the above numbe of axial nodes the 

freouencies obtained for the three cylinders are approximately 

the saiute. 	This is also true for the other numbers of circum- 

ferential nodes at this value oh A ; 	thus the experimental 

results confirm that the freouency is dependent on the axial 

uve-length and not on the actual length of the cylinder. 	For 

2.3, the freuency for 4 circumferential nodes is higher 

L.!ose for , d rod 10 nodes and the curve, n 	•d, has just 
over- en that for 1:L 	3. 	That this reversal of the order of 

rrequencies does f101, rsaend. on a large number of axial nodes 

existing is shown by cylinders 3 and 4, where the mode with 6 

circumferential nodes and axial nodes at the supports only has 

the highest freQuency.s: A is increased., each curve tends to 

cross t.ha.t immediately abo. it, but the reverse curvature 

evident in the curv to. a = 	shows that there must be limit- 
ations to this when A 	large. 	This reversed curvature is 

Shww . ore clearly in the theoretical curves for lower values 

0f cK(figs. 4, 5 and. 6). 
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.1 ABLE 	2 

EzDerirnental_and Calculated JJ'resuencies for Cylinder Ho. 1 

Freely supported ends ( e = 15.63 in.) 

Cycles er_second 

U. 	Of 
xial 

Hodes 
A 

IuIiber of Circumferential Hodes 	(2n) 

4 6 8 - 10 

2 
_____ 

0.387By 
____ 

experiment 
By calculation 

960 
902 

2,130 
2,050 

3 2 965 
Z,670 

6,400 
6,230 

9,270 
9,140 

3 0.773 By eriment 
By calculation 

2,070 
2,090 

2,420 
2,360 

4,130 
4,030 

6 1 500 
6,350 

9,370 
9,260 

4 1.16 
____ 

By experiment 
By calculation 

3,725 
3,840 

31130 
3,030 

4,430 
4,340 

6,700 
6 1 610 

9,570 
0,450 

5 1.55 By expeinen 
By calculation 

5,270 
5,730 

4,180 
4,170 

4,950 
4,880 

7,030 
6,920 

9,650 
0,720 

6 1.93 By experiment 
By calculation 

6,880 
7,540 

5,380 
5,450 

5,690 
5,650 

7,520 
7,440 

10,230 
10,160 

7 2.32 
____ 

By.  experiment 
By calculation 

4,270 
9 113u 

6,670 
6,770 

6,630 
15,570 

81180 
6,040 

10,730 
10,680 

8 2.71 dy experimt 
By calculation 

7,940 
4,110 

7,580 
7,610 

81 900 
8,850 

11,340 
11,300 

9 
______ 

3.09 
____ 

By experiment 
By calculation 

0,160 
9,370 

8,660 
8,700 

9,770 
9,720 

10 8.48 By experiment 
By calculation 

16,330 
10,550 

9,720 
9,840 

10,650 
18,700 

11 6.07 fly experiment 
By calculation' 

10,470 
18,770 
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.- ) T 
.L j_ 

2xerments1 7reqenci cc for Cylinder Ho. 2 

Freely supported ends (f = 7.77 in.) 

c1sce:rseccnd 

• 

Nodes 
A 

fu:Je:: 	0:: 	2iccu:cfcrentja.1 :10  des 	(Sn) 

4 3 8 10 12 14 
Cm + 

2 0.778 4,070 4,-C 4,140 6,510 9,420 12,790 

3 1.56 5,190 4,075 4,960 7,070 9,910 

4 2.33 u,620 4,220 10,820 

5 3.11 ,960 4 ,320 7,730  

Experimental 1'recuenc icc for 47'lind er ITo. 3 

Jreely supported ends ( f 	5.15 in. 

cycle"," Pc.,- second 

jc. 	01 ISuiber o:1: U i:rcundcicritl 	iHod cc 	(Sn) 

4 6 8 10 12 
(r. 	+ 	1)  

2 1.17 3,590 3,14-0 1,/35  6,670 9,520 

3 4.35 7,950 2,430 6,54-0 2,103 10,670 

4 ,4?( :,570 10,550 
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TABLE 	5 

	

hicerimental_i:ICLUCUCICS Iu 	:linder iTo. A-- 

Freely 'ree1y suptorted ends (t = 5 .SA in.) 

Cycles .;)er second 

To. of 
Axial 
Nodes 

A 
In ber of U icnifere ut in.l 	:odes 	() 

4 6 2: 10 12 14 
(YH 	4- 	1)  

2 1•57 413() 3 3 900  4,040 0,930 9,76o :•,0U 

3 .15 21 220 9,450 11,600 

The dimensions n 	u:Tt cylinder (Yo. 5) wore: - 

Thickneuc 	= 0.068 in. 

luean diameter 	M 5.07 in. 

Effective length = 0.06 in. 

The t]i:. ii :ilu 	jr An 	H jeqcy and axial 

wave lent)--1 . 	n A :oi 21 	.irH on 	lotted in fig. 14 

and on this diaroi non marked the frequencies determined by 

experiment. 	As many of tie curves cross each other, different 

symbols have been used to mark the experimental points for some 

numbers of circumferential nodes so that there should be no 

arnbiuitv in relatinE a point to its relovont curve. 	The 

curves are plotted over a wider range or A(- to 7.5) than was 

used in previous diagrams and it will be seen that some of the 

curves for low values of n cross and then re-cross curves for 

higher values. iTor examnin. 	tUe curn 	Von 2 lies above 

that for n 	C over a rartoc ,\ 	2.4 to A = 9.25 and above that 
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for n. 	? over a range A = h.85 to A = 	.25. This re-crossing 

is 	COUOC;C by the reverse cirvati.u. o, which as been mentioned 

in connection with other graphs, eThibited by tie curves for 

the lower values of ii. 

In general, the e:. perimental I1euencieS ore in good 

agreement with those predicted by theory; 	the greement is 

better for the higher values of n. 	This may be partly due to 

difficulty in determining the effective length of the cylinder 

accurately; 	the end pieces used for this cylinder were also 

used for the remaining cylinder and for the latter, which was 

very short, the problem of the difference between actual and 

effective lengths is discussed in detail (see p. 28 and fig. 

is) . 	errs in ii .:t.uw 	ri• the effective length will alt Cr 

tee 	ine oi A 	h 1 s eLil cause a -percents -e ctu-.rige of 

frecluency, weece will increase as n decreases; 	this is because 

the most iwcwtant tenes in the expressions, K, are usually 

rowers of ('+ n) and thus for large values of n a small error 

ie A 	1w1,ortant. 	The eperimentsl points are plotted 

for values or A of:- 	1.34, 2.67, 4.01, 5.35 and 6.68 corres- 

ponding to 	4, 5 and 6 axial nodes. 	for ii 	5, the 

experimental points corresronding to 4 and 5 axial nodes lie 

on the theoretical curve I 	the ooints for 2 and 3 axial nodes 

lie below the curve; 	this suests that -: he ncperimental 

curve is less steep at the lower values of A end exhibits 

less reverse curvature than the theoreti wi curve, but 

eventually coincides with the latter. 



L h.e:ui :L; siridce.c C 11. 	i.J)lC 	, H 	H tJL tLL -ü Hi: si;e r 

...i.s of A it is 	nt 	se 	c 	to 	H Li.: !UJs. te ti.e 	ViiY}HtiOflS 

associstd ::iti four circumferential nodes es those with 

higher numbers of circumferential nodes. In Table 3, 	the 

ex-neriLientel freiencios for the modes of vibration (n = 2, 

= 3) and (n 3, 	= 3) 	are not given; however, this 

omission is not due solely to difficulty in stiuulating 

v v I —h ations with low values of n, Es the freuency of the mode 

(n = 3)  m = 4) having an additional axial node, has been 

obtained. 	:: fig. 13, it pears that the frequencies for 

the modes (n 	:, rn 	3) and (n = 3, in = 3) would be nearly 

equal to those for t je :nodes (a 	, u = 3) end. (n = 4, m = 3) 

respectively; 	in general, it is only -nosLible to obtain 

experimentally one of two node of vibration, of which the 

frenuencies ere canal or nearly ectuel and tie number of axial 

nodes is t:.e same. 	fnother example of this occurs with the 

fifth cvlindr for 	the frequencies for the modes (a = C, 

4) and a = (3, =  d) are theoretice1ly-  nearly equal and 

only the first mode could be dctci. iac e:we; i aints.11y. 

The dimensionn o t 	ae 	7i 1-1  eyeerireati.i cglinder were:- 

Thickness 

I:ean diameter 

= 0.025 in. 

hffective lenat 	= .065 in. 
(when freely sa e: ii - 

Overall length 	2.275 in. 



The cross-

section of the iii 

of the end Dece 

forming the sup-

port and the nature 

at its contact with 

the cylinder wa]I I. ,7i 

shown in fig. IH 

Theoretically, thers 

should hve been Line 

wall 

£n4 piece 

a6 Detail of •xpQrmeiittol cirrasl9.MInk 
cyUn4ers with lruly jipporLtd •nct 

contact with the inne circumference of the cylinder wall, 

but in practice contact is made over an area, which is kept 

as small as possible. 	For this cylinder, the dimensions 

d and c for the two end were:- 

	

0.03 in. 	 C1 	0.10 in. 

	

= 0.05 in. 	 o.11 in. 

Thee9Oective len.tho 	ovo L talcen to be t e over- 

all length less the sum 	+ ci), but as it is difficult to 

scertain whether the cy. rdau is supported at section 	or 

at some section along AB, this may give too low a value for 

the effective length. 	For most cylinders (c - d) is small 

compared with the total length and this consideration is not 

of great importance, but this cylinder is very short and any 

error in determjnjnn the effective length has a considerable 

effect on the calculations. 
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In fig. 16, the calcii1ted frenu.encies of the above 

cylinder are plotted aa1.nst tie Trulber of circumferential 

nodes for both free and reelr_supported end conditions. 

For free ends with no axial nods present, all the vibration 

forms ur to 32 circumferential nodes were identified; 	the 

same rane of modes was ohtsined with freely-supported ends 

when there were no axial nodes apart from the supporting 

sections. 	The experimental points are riotted in the figure. 

For freely-supported ends, the frequency initially decreases 

as the number of circumferential nodes increases, reaches a 

turning point at apuroximately 14 nodes and thereafter 

increases. 	Although the theoretical and experimental curves 

are not coincident for low numbers of circumferential nodes, 

they are sufficiently close to corroborate the theory. 	The 

discrepancy is probably due to the difficult',  in obtaining 

the effective length; 	the elfect of an error in the length 

will gradually decrease as n increases. 	then e:poriments 

were first performed with this cylinder, the end pieces were 

not a sufficientl';r good fit and no results could be obtained; 

the above results were determined after aothe: set had been 

machined more accurately. 

n fig. 16, the theoretical curve for the same cylinder 

with the ends free is also plotted and the corresronding 

experimental points superposed; 	the experimental points show 

good agreement with the calculated curve. 	To obtain the 

experimental points, the cylinder was placed on end on a 
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rough surface - in this case a piece ol :mery cloth: 	as 

contact between the cylinder and the emery cloth was only 

over parts of the circumference :nd tile amplitude of motion. 

wes srall, the emery cloth support did not prevent the lower 

end of the cvinr er from vibrating, although it probably 

introduced some damping. 	'the cylinder was not supported by 

wires, ensuring complete freedom for the ends, as it was 

always necessary to place the electro-magnet very near to 

but not. toucelng the cylind e:r. 	hven with the emery cloth 

support, it was vern difficult to bring the electro-maanet 

near enough t the cylinder to stimulate vibrations without 

the cylinder jumping into contact with the magnet, as the 

crlinder had little weiht. 	For free ends, it is valid, to 

assume that the middle surface remains unextended during 

vibration and thus the formula of Rayleigh (1894, p. 386) 

was used to calculate the frequencies. 

For more than 20 nodes, th:; f-requencies for both end 

conditions are aprroxirately the same; 	below this, the 

curves rapidly diverge as the frequency for free ends increascs  

with the number of circumferential nodes. For four nodes the 

freouencies are 150 and 8,350 cycles per second; this shows 

that by introducing the condition of circularity at the ends 

the freduencv is increased 5.5 times. 	This ire.ense change is 

a clear demonstration of the marked difhei..once between exten.- 

sional and inextens-lonal vibrations; 	it is due, as will be 
shown later, to the large strain energy involved when the 
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cylinder wails are comoelled to stretch. 

VI 	r iocuiou 

(a) 	Otra 1nE?r(1Sfr1bUtiOfl 

It has been shown that the higher frequencies may be 

associated with relatively simple nodes of vibration partic-

ularly wOan the axial wave-length is small in very thin cyl- 

in.dero. 	In order to understand, the physical significance of 

this phenomenon, calculations were made to estim;te the pro-

portion of strain energy due to bending and stretching for 

various nodal aringeaLents. 	These calculations were based on 

equations (38) and (39) of Ippendix II (d) and the results are 

plotted in figs. 17 to 21. 

a.comparison is made in figs. 17 to 19 between the dis-

trihut ion of energy for 4, 8 and 10 irCUTtOUtiaL nodes 

the curves are plotted, to a base of A for ac = 0.0525, corres-

ponding to the exnerimentF..i cyllncio:: for Ulish frequencies are 

given in fig. 13. 

	

	It will be seen from fig. 17 that wita four 

the strain ene:.ogy is ex'tre.ely small for 

A 	00 0.0 and that it is almost entirely composed 

of bend in:. 	It higher values, however, the stretching energy 

increases rapidly and becomes rredominant, as may be observed 

from the shaded a rca repras enting: the contribution of bending. 

.Jith eight circumferential  nodes (fig. 18), the situation is 

very different, 	in this case, the bending effect is prominent 

throughout the whole range and never contributes less than 50 

per cent, of the total energy. 	Comparison shows that the 
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tote I Lene is approximately he same in each diagram when 

A 	1. 	Itnougj the bending and stretching components are 

1-u1j"ely different. 	This is in approximate agreement with 

6 where it will be se ei tint, the frehuenc\r curves for 

n 	and n 	4 cross at 	I. t. 	That these are not identical 

is due to the tact that the fresuency is influenced by the 

kinetic energy function which is dependent on the component 

amplitudes , B end C. 	Their veriation and influence will be 

considered later. 	For 12 circumferential nodes (fig. 19) 

the bending energy is always much greater than the stretching 

energy; 	the latter component is negligible up to \ = 1.5 

and never contributes more than 15 per cent, of t;e. total 

enemy. 

In fig. 20, the energir distribution is plotted again,-,-L A 

for a very tein cglinder (aK 	0.001) for 4, 8 and 12 circr.- 

feren.tial nod,:, 	tme coLibonents clue to bending are not large 

enough to be represented on the diagram. 	Thiss result might 

hove been expected from the consideration that the 'bending 

nergy is proportional to the cube of the ratio h, whilst the 

stretching energy is directly proportioul. to that ratio. 	- 

It will be noted that for any value ci ,. . hove l. 0, the energy 

factor inc-reases as n decreases; 	beJo'v that value, the scale 

to which the diagram is drawn makes it impossible to anrireciate 

how the enerey is distributed -- both components being, very 

small - so tlie energy fecto: 	rs been tabulated, below for two - 

low values ci A (table  6). 
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'IDLE 	6 

Enervfactors(=C. 001) 

is 

0 
-7 

7.0 

c .:o7 0.CA. 	1 0,0118 

I]. 	- 	4 A= 1.00  
-s -~ 

d.4L 	i 
- 

l.eor 	10 

6 A 	0 1.015 	10 0 Y IC 

) 	!,/7 1.022 	10 1.71 Y. 10 l.190 	IC) 

From the table it will be seen that for an infinitely 

long axial wave-length there is no stretc.Ling energy and a 

small bending corinonent,. increasing with n; 	for a moderately 

long wave-length ( A = 0.387), the bending component. has 

increased very little but the stretching, component now pro-

vides approxlrratelv 100, 82 and 14 per cent, of the total 

energy for 4, 8 and 12 nodes respectively but decreases as the 

nuber of circumferential nodes increases. 	This rapid increase 

of stretciing, energy for the lower values of ri e:0Ls ri.ris why all 

the freuency curves cross at low values oO A forcK = o.00l 

(see fig. 3). 

Calculations of strain energy were also made for the thin 

exoerimental cylinder ( oc = 0.01), the esults being slotted 

in fig. 21. 	in this cese, the stretching coergy decreases 

rapidly with the increase of circumfe rent iel nodes while the 

bending energy varies in the reverse manneT!., 	-his results in 
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a curve for total strain energy of somewhat parabolic form 

having a minimum value at n = 7. 	It will be observed that 

this curve corresponds in shape to the frequency curve given 

in fig. 16 for freely supported ends. 	The curve for bending 

energy (fig. 21) is also useful for comparison witn the 

frequency curve for free ends given in fig. 16. 	In the latter 

case, hayleigh's  theory of inextension is applicable and there 

is no stretching energy. 	Iith freely supported ends, however, 

the energy due to stretcaing is extremely small when n is 

greater than 10 and in this region the vibration approximates 

to one of inectension. 	The frequencies for both end conditions 

are thus practically equal when n is large as may be seen from 

fig. 16. 

(b) Idaximum_h.mplitud.ehatios 

In order to determine toe energy distribution, it was 

necessary to find the ratio between the maximum amplitudes in 

the three component directions; 	the ratios of a;is1 and. 

circumferential to radial dispiaceacnt have b-en :nloted in 

figs. 22 and 23 to a bose of axiel wave-length factor, A 

Fig. 22 relates to 	0.a01 and gives curves for 4, 8 and 12 

circumferential nodes, whilst fig. 23 gives similar curves for 

0.0525, corresrondine to the series of e:perimenta1 

cylinders. 	The inettension theory for cylinders with free 

ends gives the, ratio of component amplitudes as :B :0 = a 	1. 
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(kayleigh (1E2, r. 386). 	For an infinitely long axial 

wave-lengtn, A 	when end conditions have no effect, the 

amplitude ratios are egual to those given by Rayleigh. 	
A  

the axial wave -lLength decreases, tn.e amplitude ratios diverge 

fron tr., 	yleigh values: 	this diver ence is most marked 

-for n 	. vmere 	reaches a ax1mwa 	c 0.15 and 

decreases from 0.5 to 0.18, vhilst for n = 6, the ratio 	is 

approximately constant and equal to over the whole range 

of A a 	the raxi::um value of L is 0.06. 	There is very 

little difference between the corresponding curves for the 

two tbic cness ratios and it may be concluded that the 

amplitude ratio depends on the nodal pattern and not on 

(c) Iaximum Strains 

In this paper, the strain at a :point distant z from the 

middle surface, e, has 	e::pressed in terms of the strain 

in the middle Sr rca. E 	and tha C Hi.. fl 	TH (iS. :1 ltre of 

that surface, K , 1r cans ox t ci :rieiati r 	. 	E - z 

but it has hecu pointed out that a more accurate strain 

rh 	 Sel iac 	v-i ii' - 

C 	 a a 
The re1 iraRro ta c anti. a t oras due to stretch 

and bending will now be investigated. 	The meirnnn values 

of the stroins and changes of curvature are, using etpiations 

(2) and (7):- 
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€ =A 	i (n8-) 	)f.-J.. (AS-nA) 
a 	2 a 	 a 

ç-i.. r=J. (A5 -An C) 
a2 	a2 

uL1.Li: 	'os:3iiouS ( ii  ) eiid (15) , the above nay be 

expressed in terms of 0; 	the ntaai.ai due to the c ianes of 

durvature vary within the ran:a th.c and in Table 7, the 

maximuju values of these strain nE listed for various modes 

anC compared with the correspondinl components due to 

stretc:inp' of tie middle surface. 	To obtain the actual 

strains, the fiures in the table must be multiplied  by the 

tio 

- s miant hLve beai n edictad , 'Lie strain due to chanhe 

of curvature in an axial plane ( fh )C, ) is independent of the 

number of circumferential nodei; 	a '1 it due iC C:a !'L;a of 

curvature in a plane perpendicular to the axis ( i 	) is 

independent of the axial wave-length aria inciea.. '.1 iii the 

nnllh ei' of circumferential nod as. 	For the thicker cylinders ,s 

.1), the strains due to bending and stretching are of 

tiie sate order, whilst for very thin cylinders ( 	0.001), 

	

c i::aipa H,e't,o CttCtc i 	 : 11 -i 	iai 

afla d;'ii t( 	 C 	CT''i I Lm' 	 A 	mIen 

there is no stretching. 

As previously mentioned, various authors hve investigated 

strains and vibrations of a thin cylinder and in their analyses 

E ; zit; Zj )t 
a 

LE E;zi; 	; 	E; 
a 	a 	ak 
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1!:1ros.enKo - 	£ ; z c. 

L. - 

1Li ximum component st Jia iris 

T • 	of 
Ciroriri- 
feirrtai ------ 

X 
---- ____- ---- 

iodesA 

0 0.001 0 0 0 0.0015 0 0 4 

o 0.1 0 0 0.006 0.150 0 0 

1.933 0.001 0.210 0.0019 0.120 0.0016 0.431 0.0030 

1.933 0.1 0.210 0.181? 0.120 0.15.6 0.431 0.302 

3.867 0.001 0.0012 0.0075 0.600 0.0018 0.780 0.0070 

3.867 0.1 0.471 0.747 1.26 0.213 0.251 0.521 

0.001 0 0 C 0.0075 0 0 8 0 

0 0.1 0 0 0.008 0.750 0 0 

1.933 0.001 0.142 . oo Jq 0.008 0.0075 0.193 0.0072 

1.933 0.1 0.187 0.187 0.020 0.748 0.loO 0.720 

3.56? 0.001 0.190 0.0075 0.140 0.0076 0.628 0.0146 

3.567 0.1 0.190 0.747 0.136 0.757 0.059 1.461 

12 0 0.(1101  o 0 0 0.0175  0 0 

0 0.1 0 0 0.032 1.748 0 0 

1.933 0.001 0.083 0.00J87 0.0164 0.0175 0.071 0.0113 

1.933 0.1 0.103 0.187 0.065 1.74f: 0.024 1.126 

5.867 0.001 0.154 0.0075 0.022 0.0175 0.345 0.0206 

3.567 0.1 0.234 0.747 0.051 1.747 0.318 2.25 
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Considering the values given in " r1 7, there is no 

justification iin Rove's assumption th 	s always small 

7 — 'K 	his consequent neglect of the terms 

R Y-  u;per, the strain expressions of 

ed: 	these have the merit of sim- 

plicity and that, with the more conmelex strain eressions, 

it is difficult to differentiate between the contributions 

of bending and stretching in the strain energy expression. 

From the point of view of accuracy, whe 	very small, 

the extra terms may be neglected vh t:rmt ienngering the 

result and for the larger values of 	(m 	0.1 is the max- 

imini considered here), a small percent&ae error is introduced 

by the neglect of the smaller terms, considered by Flgge. 

However, calculations over a wide range of modes have shoirn 

(p. 	) that to neglect these small strain terms never 

affects the resulting frequency by more than 0.5 per cent. 

(d) Roots of the cubic 

Rs previously stated (p. 9 ), the cubic equetion resulting 

from the m.atheniatice.l analysis has three real positive roots 

and thus for a given nodal configuration of the cylinder three 

frequencies are possible. 	In fig. 24, calculated values of 

ttm:e. frequencies are plotted, for the experimental cylinder 

(o 	0.052.5) for the case of d circumferential nodes. 	The 

'a higher frr e c ian 	an ' 	nn 	 beyond the 

aural range, 	it1er vniu' nt a. '' 	n' n,:m  n:n. 	For u 	4, 
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it will be seen that 12 has a minimum value of 1,500 cycles 

per second. 	In 	t5, the calcu±ated values of the three 

enencies are given for the thin experimental cylinder 

o = 0.01) for various numbers of circumferential nodes; 

all points are for tre anal wave-length equal to twice the 

length of the cylinder (A 	.L26); 	the curve for f1  is 

identical with that given tea: tais crlinder in fig. 16. 

Strictly, in this diagram, full curves should not he drawn, 

as freeuencies can only exist at discrete points for each 

even number of circumferential nodes; 	however, these points 

have been joined up to give the curves shown. 	In the curves 

relating to the two higher roots, the frequency increases Wit±l 

the number of circumferential nodes and they do not exhibit 

the phenomenon of reversed frequency shown by the curve fi  

Each curve of the diagrams represents a particular type 01 

vibration but the nchL I arrangements for each are identical 

at the same vslue or A. ear fig. 24 (or at the same value of 

n for fig. 25). 	: 	'L:Jticular fora of these vibrations may 

be appreciated h-cr considering the relative magnitudes of the 

maximum, component amplitudes in the axiai , circumferential and 

radial directions. 	These may be calculated from equations 

(hh) 	) [eapendix II ( )J a.d a series of values are 

in 	:1 	for the case ucesidered in fig. 24. 
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)oaonent .iiil itud a atios 
( CK 0.0l!; 114r— 

:EV(-±eyta 	ac tar 	A 

0 ,P07 ] .?c? Faa: 	eacr 

-1 * 
C  

- 

C .252 U.L1?a Q•r5 C.O7 c..:a:6 0.052 0.220 

7.5 l.a2 .75 2.1L L1 .L% 4.10 3.66 

The arp1itude ratios for the loveat frequency, : g aave 

been plotted in fig. 23 and, as has been stated previously, 

C is the redo:rinant amplitude; 	thus the vibrating motion 

is mainly radial. 	rjlh circunferontialL amplitude, b, is 

approximately 1 for all values ci. A 

A has a maximum value of - . 

14 

	

:L.•H.' 	at 

A '. 	 •.._:(--. 	 A 

the axial and circiaI;:oaeritia1 components become almost equal_ 

rI*ile highest frequency, 1~ 3 	is shown to have a vibration mIto 

is predominantly circurferential, except at high. values of A 

when the axial motion becomes comparable. 

The vibrations associated with i 	acit are almost 

entirely e'tensional; 	tais is shoc. -n in Ct. tie 9, which gives 

the contributions of bending and stretching to the strain 

energy for the three frequencies for two different modes. 

;ad the axial amplitude 
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The values for 'Ll  heve been plotted in fig. 18 and have been 

previously considered. 

Energy Factois 17  for the three freuencies 
n = 

axial Ilave-lenIth F.ctoi '\ 

0.3867 Fx-  euen.cy 

0.00CuO5O7 C.IL90 

0.00662 229.8 0.0520 18.59 

13 u.01257 15.40 0.0512 100.0 

s bencin9 never supplies more than 0.2 pe cent, of the 

total strain energy, it ma\r he infer-Led that the vibrations 

associated with the two higher frequencies are extensional 

and it is due to the large component of strain energy from 

stretching that these frequencies are so high. 

ILL 	:int 	t ii 	o: 	 v factor decreases 

lace .cec : 	t rio ceo ict ':ce 9.15 the curve (fig. 

24) ohooiing the frequency io La: it A . 	.:i: ever, as the 

kinetic energy varies as ( 	 . 2 

proportional to 	82  Ca) 
For frequencies ci the ty 	1, 	.o os ed at lenath in tI Ic 

paper, the term 	+ 1L t 0) varies witnin the range 

and 1.II, ue can be oboc::vec by studying the variation of 

the ratios 	and .. in figs. 22 and 23; 	thus it is approx- 
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ir1atelr l'.ue t 	y that the higher the sum of the energy 

	

-• 	 t • 1 	 •H]Th- . L r 

and U VerY considerablr end t..ias tie term 	+ 	+ i ) may 

be very large compared with 1 so 	- 	e no 	epen- 

dent solely Upon the sum of 71S en 	ius for f the 

stretchinr, energy fac 	 -: ii.e freiaeicn higher 

for the larger value 	A 	Li it is for te lower one given 

n the Ynble. 

CYLLI,r[  }Tgj_g 

VII 	ORY 

The general method of analysis is similar to that adopted 

for freely supported ends, but the vibration form is more Ca. - 

plicated soid hris to satisf tho fnhioining end conditions:- 

ne; 	vO: 	w(: 

The vs::iation of amplitude of 	Lr cement along the axis can 

no longer be sinusoidal and a suitable vibration form for w 

is found by analo:;v vritia the flerursl vibrations of a heaji WI. th  

fixed ends. 	Tde analysis is siimslified if the origin is taken 

at the mid-point of the cylinder lenth rather than at one end, 

but this necessitates separate consideratmon of even and odd 

numbers of axial nodes; 	at the mid-paint .W 	always zeio 

for the former case and w is zero for the l 1. 
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The vibration forms assumed are:- 

Evcn 	of a:i: 

U 	 - 	1-

aL 
+ 

+ oon)co1 	 W 

ii 
where 

VJTh 

te 	 JA. 7 77 	7 	br 

UCO.7 

tu 	- 	tOIl 

2a 2.a 
Odd fl1rHCii.).' 	rYI.0J_.I1.O(H 

C 	0L coo wi 

( 7i1fl•,,_ ' i.)oi 'icoowt 

= 	( T o 

Za 
roc 

+ 
2a Za 

The Iieti.  

the strain and. kinetic energy obtained in terms of the dis- 

J)lflCe]flents 	Lagrenge's equtinu is used to give three 

equotions from Villich the ratio :3:1,' is eliminated to give a 

CU) 

0 

ilie funct i'i 	, 7:) 	out on the iiode of vibration anc the 

dimensions of the cylinder, are given in Appendix IV, p. 81 
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It will be seen that one set of functions suffices for the 

t'.ro cases of odd. and even nustibers of axial nodes and that the 

functions are of similar pattern to, but more coiiiplicated tin, 

the functions K derived for cylinders with freely-supported 

ends. 	1i.he same freuuency cubic can be derived by taking the 

origin at one en.d of the cylinder, but as each of the component 

displacements, u, v and w, then contains four terms instead. 

of the two given above, the resulting analysis is much more 

complicated and it is simpler to consider even and odd numbers 

of axial nodes separately and rerform part of the analysis 

twice. 

VIII EI} II 	L my:, 	Ichr: IcN$ 

The invest i:ations were sil ilar to those made for cyl- 

inders with freely surporteê ends. 	In addition to recording 

the number of axial nodes, it ws necessary to obtain their 

positions as they were not equally spaced along the axis. 

Initially there was some difficulty in obtaining the requir. 

end conditions. 	The first method of ciaripin was to fit a 

ring, over the end of the cylinder but as contact between the 

ring and the cylinder could not he obtained over the whole of 

the circumference, the ends acre not completely fixed. 	In 

order to overcome this difficulty, it was decided to test 

cylinders each consisting of a thin middle section and two 

hear ends; 	provided that the ends were he:Vy enough, they 

would remain at rest whilst the idile section vibrated and 

they would impose the necessary conditions on the ends of 



the middle section. 	Thr the purpose of comosrison, it wouj.d 

hove been convenient t. use some of the cylinders previously 

investigated witn theeud freely suonorted but welding rigid 

end pieces on to tne cylinder was not advisable due to the 

resulting distort ion and the irreversibility of the process. 

Instead by successively cutting away more metal from a thick 

cylinder a new set of three cylinders with fixed ends was 

obteined, Loving the sane dimensions as those investigated 

with freely supported ends. 	A cylinder, 20 inches in length, 

6.55 inches external diameter, was bored out to the recuired 

diometer and over a {.;iven length metal was cut -JWaT leaving a 

thin section with two heovy ends. 	The arrangement for a thin 

cylinder of length 5.13 inches is shovm in fig. 26; 	in order 

to produce other cylinder lengths more metal was cut away ar 

the dimensions of the mm sections or the cylinders investig-

ated. were:- 

Cylinder Length ore Outside Diameter 
(in.) (in.) 	d (in.) 	D 

7 15.65 3.744 3.947 

8 17.75 3.744 3.948 

9 5.13 3.744 3.950 
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I 

12•75" 	 + 5.,31 2ISI 

Fit. 26Eperiiisnbal cvlin1r WitJ fixeden4s 
- 	 (o__ 0b525) 

The dimensions C L t.L0 	C.,_LLllC: C: ñ O 0.000 03 00 300100 	CO t 

of the cylinders investigated with freely supported ernie. 

fourth cylinder, shown in fig. 27, was produced by the same 

method; 	due to limitations imposed by the size or tne 

vai1ab1e cylinder the thicThess of the end pieces was not as 

great as that for the remaining cylinders. 	The dimensions 

of the thin section of this cylinder were:- 

Cylinder 	Length 	Bore 	Outside Diameter 

	

in. 	(in.) 	 (in. 

10 	8.00 	6.418 	6.591 

For this cylinder, the value of the thicicness ratio, oc 0.0266 

was approximately equal to that of cylinder 5, tested with 

freely supported. ends. 	
-:-,late 1 shows cylinder 10 wito the 

ends plugged and suprorted between centres in the lathe; 

the electro-magnet, f:Lxed to the tool-holder, and the beat 

frequency oscillator used. to elicit vibrations can also be 

seen. 	strap was attached to one of the fixed ends to aid. 

the rotation of the cylinder by hand.. 
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IX E FTEII:L 	RESULTS AT ihIRICLt F0L 77  

ExDerimental frequencies and tie positions of th; axial 

nodes for various nodes have been obtained for the cylinders 

listed above. 	The frequencies have &lso been ciculated 

from ectuations  (46) of iippendix IV; 	as the latter process 

was rather tedious, it was decided to tr ic; obtain a-li eiipii 

ical formula making it possible to use the J3 'crainct A curves 

T reviously clotted for freely suDported cede. 	rcodiiied 

value od \ ellowin for the effect of the ficed ends was 

J- o I I -y.lve ricc a 	a cc: ccii 	erirental resiilt,s 	it 

'iic add it inn of the ici: .Tra-tn tm screen mnd Las: v:i: a of A 47 
for freely supported end a, ZEffla  ilows for the eff a ta of  

fixing; 	after cab hftija t an m:cctivc ri lee, Ae , 

2 to 7 cci. L•C u.c 	t 	bL 	can aecs.e:icv :Lrctoi, d 	, for 

-r t1iickness ratio and any rode of vibration. 	In ti:le 

following tables, three values of frequency are riven for 

various modes of vibretion for the three cylinders, 7, 5 and 

9; 	their are: - 

Jfreuency obtained from mathematical analysis; 

requency obtained from the curves for freely-support 

ends with ti-i.e, aid. of the effective wave-lenc:th 

AO 	la (in +*) 

( i_u) Lhrun:.jia:rt.l IJeH:m ice. 
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TLBLE 10 

Experimental and Calculote0. :e1ie1C1es for Cylinder No. 7 
ixed ends.7TTn. 

Cycles ocr second- 

f 1u]llNer of_Oircumfei'eratjal_Iodes(2n) 

Nodes 
I .ethoc 4 6 B 10 12 14 

2 0.483 (1) 1,323 2,127 3,010 6,274 9,194 12,635 
 .1,160 2,110 3,920 6,280 9,180 12,550 
 1) 240 2 ) 150 3,970 6,320 9,230 12,600 

0=0.869 (1) 2,8 16 2,607 4,119 6 ,430 9,316 12,760 
(ii) 2,520 2,520 4-,100 6,410 9,300 12,720 

2,440 2,560 4,160 6,475 9,380 12,750 

4 el. 255  4,501 3,476 4,536 6,691 9,559 12,965 
4,360 3,350 41 480 6,660 9,510 12,900 

3,380 4,540 6,720 9,540 12,900 

S '\e .1.641 (1) 6,292 4,623 5,144 7,100 9,8'72 13,280 
 6,240 4,500 5,100 7,060 9,640 13,180 

4,480 5,130 17 
1 10,0 9,690 13,220 

0 2.027 (1) 7 1 960 5,892 5,961 7,647 10,320 13,660 
7,970 51 800 5,920 7,590 10,270 13,600 
6,626 5,740 5,910 7,710 10,310 13,570 

7 Ac=2.413 (i) 9,472 7,202 6,917 9,325 10,975 14,180 
9,500 7,160 6,870 8,300 10,920 14,150 
9,440 7,010 6,840 6,350 10,820 14,020 

8 =2.799 (i)iO,910 4,481 7,969 9,142 11,560 14,770 
(ii)0,800 6,490 7,930 9,100 111 490 14,650 

- (111)10,775 6,320 17,900 9,130 11,480 14,600 

9 A%.185 (1)11,940 9,698 9,091 10,080 12,320 15,500 
(ii)11,900 9,750 9,090 9,980 12,200 15,310 

9,490 4,990 10,000 12,225  

10 hie 3.'71 (1)12,920 10,870 10,190 11,040 13,170 16,240 
(11)13,000 10,890 10,170 10,920 13,190 16,110 

(iii)12,980 10,040 10,140 10,965 13,070  

11 A 	.9S7 (i13,840 
(11)13,880 

12,000 11,340 12,110 14,130 17,120 
11,900 11,220 11,900 14,Clu 17,000 

(111)13,960 11,270 12,010 13:,080  

12 343 (1 )14,72c 13,090 12,slc 13,230 19,1Y 16,090 
(1i)Lo,7co 13,100 12,490 13,190 1,8o 10,000 
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T . 13 L E 	11 

0'eriinenta1 an Oalculeted 1r' IJSIIC ie s for 0r1indEn ITo. 3 
J.X -  ci ends. 	(511. 	- 

(JJCLPs oe: c cc o.nd 

No of .iThr of Oirciauiferential 	'o," es 	(2n) 
ijethocl 

4- 6 --0 12 	iLL - 	 -- 
ocl es 

2 o .9r r   3,340 2,920 c,220 6,500 0,590 12,210 

 2,940 2,690 4,180 6,450 9,300 12,706 

2,230 1,260 :,530 9,42(1 12,206 

3 A1.754 (1) 6,240 5,110 5,450 7,310 10,010 13,210 

(U) 3,73( 0,6350 5,310 7,200 9,960 13,220 

4,300 2,370 7,240 9,980 13,200 

9,6350 7,650 7,300 23,630 11,090 10,340 4 

(ii) 9,920 7,550 7,180 3,510 11,010 14,260 

7,280 7,130 8,580 11,030 14,130 

210 10,160 9,510 10,490 12,650 15,50C. 2 

(11)12,290 10,120 9,430 10,260 12,500 15,590 

9,630 2, ?80 10,320 12,540  

6 Ae.093 (1)14,200 12,480 11,22u 1,590 141580 17,500 

(ii)11,12C) 12,390 11,700 12,410 14,430 17,420 

11,620 12,320  

7 890 10,600 14,210 15,050 10,800 19,620 

(iiL5,750 10,480 14,030 14,750 10,010 19,500 

13,940 10,740  
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TJBLE 	12 

ThyDe1Tflentel_and 0s1ci11 ted 9reLuencies for Cylinder No. 9 
Fixed end F.13  TIT 

Cycles  per_oco oid 

Noof iluTher of_Circuxderentjal_Nodes(2n) 
-xial 
Nodes 

: ... ethod 
- 6 8 10 17 - 

2 l.473 (i) 5,490 41280 4,990 7,010 9,84-0 13,290 
5,390 3,930 4,780 6,670 9,680 13,050 

4,030 4,910 6,945 9,690 13,050 

3 2,C51 (1) 10,200 8,010 7,740 9,030 11,410 14,710 
 10,310 7,880 7,490 8,830 11)  220 14,460 
 10,280 7,550 7,425 8,860 11,220 14,390 

4 15,590 11,740 11,180 12,000 14,090 17,090 
5C, C,  11,f90 (ii) 

 
10,850 11,590 13,690 16,680 
10,780 11,730 13,770 

is. 28, frequency is plotted against osi[1 wave-1en:th 

factoi , A , -,"or v 	ons numbers of circum:i.ei en.tial nodes for a 

thickn so 	tio , 	1 . 0525.; 	. 	IL euenc lo 	eve eon 

obtained from equatIons (If  

suprorted. ends and the CUSVO.oO a identical to toose of 

13. 	3uperposed on the curves are the experirriental points for 

cylinders 7, 2 and 9the effective axial wave-len6;th factor 

for fixed ens e, A. , has been calculated for any number of 
axial nodes to:: u.c: c11in0ers and esch ce a neIl.tal frequency 
is plotted against the re1evat. a1n.e oS i\ 

points for cylinders 6 and 	0:: :os i1. t. 	:o 	1 cO jO 

calind er thd the points for cylinder 7 left unmarked. It will 

he observed that there is close agreement between the experi- 
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mental points and theor. tical curves for the three cylinders; 

this can also be seen from Tables 10, 11 and 12. 	The latter 

show that the frequency values calculated by assuming a hyper-

bolic wave form and obtained by using the empirical fonriula 

agree with the eDerimental values, but that, in general, 

considering all the results for the three cvlihders, the 

empiricel formula gives freauencies closer to the experimental 

values. 

s the emlDiricai formula :flnr A 	irit vary with the 

value of the thic:ness ratio, o , 	ich was constant for 

crlinders 7, 8 and 9, the remaining cylinder (n. 10) was 

machined to give e different thic:ness ratio ( 	(-,.0266). 

Since the puruose of tais test. n s te invesmL[ ate the eimnir-

ica.l formula, the frequencies of the cylinder were not deaved 

from equations (46) of Appendix IV depending on the assuntiQn 

of a hyperbolic wave form. 	In fig. 29, frequency, derived 

from equations (15) of Appendix 	(e) 	J 	to freely 

supported ends, is plotted ageinHt '\ 	 C .02664 	the 

experiments 1 points ton c",l. iLrid e 11.. 	C 10 0 a. (1)0 C C 	! 

The empirical forrni.m Ae.  

axial wave length 	ctor, 0..l.IOC.W1 for the efrect of the 

fixed ends. 	total of 57 experimental frequencies was 

obtained; 	many were for high numbers of circuan.fe rent jal 

nodes, including one for a mode with 2C nodes. 	In the axial 

direction, modes with up to 9 nodes were determined.. 

Jak 
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:ed :tor this cFlindei,  as it had L:oth a loer value of 

j-id a gre:ter diameter than the series of cylinders 7, 8 

end 9; 	the value of 	very nearly eQual to that for 

cylinder 5 (freely sunported ends), but more frequencies for 

the hioher numbers of circumferential nodes were obtained 

for cylinder 10 due to its greeter diameter. 	For the sane 

values of A and n, 	would be aprroxinietely the same for 

cylinders 5  and 10, but es frequency is proportional to:-

the freuency of cylinder 10 would be con- 

siderably lower. 	It will be observed from fig. 29 that 

there is good agreement between the experimental and calcul- 

ated values of frequency using the ewnirical formula: 	there 

is a tendency for the experimental points to be slightly 

below the calcilated curves. 	s has been mentioned, the ends 

producing the fixing were not as heavy as those used in the 

previous cylinders and. it is possible that the ends of the 

thin cylinder were not completely fixed; 	a slights amount of 

freedom would lower the experiment,--.1 frequencies. 	.Iith this 

cylinder, it was easier to stimulate modes of vibration with 

twelve or more circumferential nodes than those with fourto  

ten nodes; 	in fact, few frecuencies  in the latter range 

could be obtained ewperimentally. 

The positions of the axial nodes were obtained for many 

modes of vibration for each cylinder; 	there was difficulty 

in determining exactly the cross-sections at which no sound 

was emitted from the cylinder, but from all the results 
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obtained the foliowin facts were confirmed by experiment. 

The positions of the axial nodes iere independent of the 

number of circumferential nodes; 	the axial nodes lay in 

planes perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. 	.4lso 

for m axial half-waves (ni - 2) were equal in lenj-,th and the 

remainin4 two, those next to the cylinder ends, were equal 

to each other but longer than the rest. 

In Table 13 lengths of axial half waves not adjacent 

to the ends are 6iven for various cylinders and numbers of 

axial nodes; t is is the dimens.on b shown in fir. 	32. 

Each value of h .iven in the Table is t1e mean of all the 

results obtained for tlla.t number of axial nodes. 

BLE 	13 

rial na if .a.ve-lenaths (in. ) 	1ixed ends 

6y171: 11 p huinber of 	.xIa1 i'od eS 
der  

5 6 9 To. in.) 

7 15.65 4.0525 b ..-.7? 3/(  2.97 2.5 2.16 

4.304 (.726 0.121 u.162 0.136 

2 7.75 0.4527 h 6.4(.1.24 1.49 1.24 

0.310 C. 246 C) .194 0.155 

10 9 0.0264 b 2.52 1.92 1.57 1.2) 1.11 (97 

0.716 .40 0.126 (.161 0.149 4.172 

- :;5 J_9 .ic c.i3° c.:Lni.. 

_____ _____ ( 	.:jc.7 ', 7;.;'. (,714 
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lso tabulated are the corresuonding values of 	it 

will be seen th t for a :n h;iciilar number of axial nod u:., this 

ratio is aprroximat clv constant. 	Y he rosition.s of the axial 

nods can be predicted by the eniinical for:ula and by the 

mathematical analysis assuming the wave form. 

wula for the axial wave lenath factc 	Ae  

	

(in+) implies that a cylinder with fixed enth. 	n ci 

ILern e 	Li have the same frequency as a cylin..d ci with 

frecin 	worted ends with the length reduced t. 	in 	, but  
M+ 

other dimensions unchanged; 	the length of an -.-J.,,  

wave on this hypothetical freely support:'  
M+- 

4- 
If  it is assumed that fixing the ends Ojl 

localised. effect and only alters the form of the two end half 

waves, the remai-ning half waves, of length b (see fig. 32) 

are sinusoidal. 	Jor cylinders with freely supported ends, 

the frequency is dependent upon the axial wave len:th and ti,-,o 

cylinders of tue same cross-sect: on and material have the same 

frequencies for a number of circumferential nodes, if their 

axial wave-lengths are the 	Thus, when the ends are 

fixed, the sinusoidal waves should. be  01 the same length as 

those on the h?Twtiwieal freely supported cylinder, or b 

'irmose of comparison with 

b _ 

for each number of axial  

The mathematical analysis (.LlpPendix Iv) was cased on tt 

assumption that the variation of the radial displacement, w, 
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along the axis of the cylinder was o1 the seie form as the 

displacement of a he during fleuT 1 vibrations; 	thus 

the positions of the axial nodes of a cylinder coincide with 

the nodal points for a beam. 	The latter have been given by 

ayleigh (1894, p. 286); 	for four axial nodes the ratio 

is 0.2914 and for more than four nodes, the ratio is 

The last line of Table 13 gives these values. 

It will be observed that there is better agreement betveen 

the experimental values of and 	predicted by the em- 

nirical formula, than between the foner and the value derived 

from the mathematical analysis, 	Thus, for a cylinder 

with fixed ends vibretinith 	+ 1) axial nodes, the 

	

(-. - 	hr.i:r ave 	a 	ire .soidal and, each is eeual 

Il 	11; tI oh 	frn:a 1 i.e t wore 1 	hactoi- 	iven 

by 'e 	+  

froo :ncr, ct.: med. 	 hoot A cuol:r, 

from figs. 2 to 7• 	hence the set o ow vs, Ii: . I to 7, 

covering various v1ues co: cx Lnd ii, can be used to obtain 

the natural frequencies oh cylinders with ends freely suppoxted 

or fixed. 

In engineering practice, the ends of o7ylinders, of which 

the frequencies may he rectuired, are oitert supported in a 

manner intermediate between fixed and freely supported; 	no 

etterpi has yet been made to correlate the degree of fiXatian  

with fr- 	ny but 	taxing mod ified 

values c A hetoeuo. iram n' 	a(: + 	to obtain friuencies 
p 

for a c 	o 	iL 	 - 	cweeii fiecly suDpo.Ited 
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arid fixed. 

C C,"hGLTJS ION 

ITatheriatical analysis has been used to obtain curves, 

from which the natural freciuenc ie s of th n cviind ers vibratn g 

with various numbers of circumferential and axial nodes can 

be derived. 	These curves can he used to supply frequencies 

for cylinders with either freely supported or fixed ends, 

although the connection between the end conditions is empir- 

ical. 	The unexpected resi. it that for thin cylinders with 

short axial wave-length the frequency does not increase with 

the number of circumferential nodes has been corroborated by 

experimental evidence. 	In genera-j, the experimental points 

lie on or very close to the calculated curves, but there are 

some points for which theory gives a higher value of freuency 

tiaan experiment; 	examples of this can he seen in figs. 13, 

14 and 16 relating to the six cylinders tested with freely 

supported ends. 	The 111-ter figure refers to cylinder 6, 

which was oni f.065 inches long, and. the discrepancy may be 

due to difficulty in ascertaining, the effective length ectiy 

but the other figures include results for comparatively long 

cylinders. 	It is possible that the vibration, form assumed 

for cylinders with freely supported ends is only a good 

awproxination; 	then, by analogy with hayleigh' s energy 

method for vibrations with a single d'e.iree of freedom, the 

approximation introduces additional constraints and thus the 
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caiculeted fre nancy is hiher then the ctual one. 	Against 

this ar<ument must be set the fact that the discrepancies 

occur only with low values of n; 	there is no apparent 

reason why an approximate vibration form should only affect 

the frecuencies calculated for these values, hut it has 

previously been mentioned (p. 26) that an error in deter-

minine the effective -Length becomes less critical as the 

number of circumferential nodes is increased. 

The reverse frequency effect, showing the higher fre-

quencies to be associated with the less complex modes of 

vibretion, is caused by the high contribution of stretching 

to the total strain energy for these modes; 	the importance 

of the energy component due to stretching compared with that 

due to bending diminishes as the number of circumferential 

nodes inc±eases. 	some of the modes of vibration, for s.r:all 

values of n, were difficult to stimulate, and a few, lying 

within the aural range, were never obtained ewperimentally; 

some esriples of this can be seen in fig. 29 for cylinder 10. 

As the output of the oscillator was approximately constant 

and. this energy was used to overcome the daniDing of the system, 

it can only be concluded that the damping was greater for 

modes of vibration with four circumferential nodes than for 

the others. 

hor each mode of vibreti)fl, three natural firniuencies 

exist, but two of these lie outside the aural range; 	the 

difference between the vibrations associated with these three 



freuencjes is in the form of the component amplitude ratio, 

B: C; 	•, B and C are the p:-edominant components for the 

middle, highest and lowest frequencies respectively. 	he two 

higher frequencies have not been investigFted experimentally 

and new apparatus and technique would be required for this 

purpose. 
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APPENDIX - 

List of Symbols. 

a Dean radius of cylinder 

b Length of an axial half wave (fixed ends) 

c, 	d Relevant dimensions of end-pieces fitted to 

maintain circularity 

ex, 	ey, 	ez Direct strains 

e 1, 	eirz, 	ezx Shear strains 
LO 	- recjuency 

1, , 	f2, 	i ireuencies of similar nodal patterns 

g Acceleration due to gravity 

h Thickness of cylinder 

k, 	k' Ratios of hyperbolic to sinusoidal components 

of vibration (Fixed ends) 

Length of cylinder 

M Number of axial half-waves 

n Number of circumferential waves 

Px' Py, PZ  Diret stresses 

Pxy, Pyz 	Pzx Shear stresses 

q Function of A 	and n 

t Time 

U, v, w component displacements of a point in the 

middle surface 

X, 	y, 	z Co-ordinate distances in axial, circumfeitial 

and radial directions 
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A, B, 	C Maximum amplitudes of component vibration 

B Young's Modulus 

Coefficients in frequency equation (Fixed end 

K0 , 	71, 	1,2 Coefficients in frequency equation (Freely 

supported ends) 

L qB - 	qC 

K i.oment ncr unit length of an element of a 

cylinder 

N Force per unit length of an element of a 

cylinder 

R Radius of curvature 

S Total strain energy at any displacement 

Sb Strain energy due to bending 

SS Strain energy due to stretching 

Sm Total strain energy at maximum displacement 

T Total kinetic energy at any displacement 

U A Cos c4t 

V B cost 

W =C coswt 

0< 

A 	
l2a2 

Sheny strain in aiddle surface 

Frequency factor 
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J.irect St iin in middle surface in directions 

	

of 	j1 y 

lb nergy factor (bending) 

lls nergr fact:o: (trttciuiii) 

0 	 unction of 	(::jxed ends) 

HI 	
• 	of cn:votu:e of niddi e surface in 2 Hit 

(itActions of x and y 

rave--1o: t. :Ijctozn (f i,---ed  ends 

p 	 DonE 

cr  oisson's ratio 

flrist of middle surface 

.:ngu1ar 

i of 4 (fixed ends) 
tu 	 1: 	Circular frequency 
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PEI'JDDC II 

(a) Mathenlat ical Th 	orClinderswith f r e elysupDorted 

ends. - energy method. 

Consider a cylindrical shell of leneth &, thickness h 

and mean radius a, an element of which is shown in fia. 30. 

This element is bounded by two parallel planes, which are 

perpendicule.r to the axis and distance Jx apart, and by 

two radial planes, which intersect at an angle J. 	The 

direct stresses acting on the element parallel to the X, Y 

and Z axes will be denoted by P' Py and  Pz  respectively and 

the shear stress acting on the face perpendicular to the X- 

axis in direction Y by Pxy. 	Shear stresses Pyz Pzx, Pyx 

have similar definitions. 	The direct strains corresponding 

to the above will be denoted by ex, eir and ez  and the shear 

strains by exy, eyz, e7  ... 

To a first approximation the direct stress Pz and the 

shear strains eyz  and  ezx  are zero (Love 1927, p. 529). 

Neglecting the trapezoidal form of the faces perpendicular 

to the X-axis, the total strain energy for the deformed 

cylinder is thus:- 

S 
f  J ,  

- 
i AL 

e +D e + D e. ]a.ct Gt)( 
Iy Y 

From Hooke'- Law:- 

E 
p - 	- 	

+ 0- 	 = 	f 
e1  +o-eJ; 	E 

J=c Cr I 
which leads to 

ErzTt +jh 

S (,_,.a)J II, [e: + e + Zre 
bL e +('f)ekJacL elk Z (5) 

0 0 
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E. 30. Element of 	cylindrical shall 



Let the following symbols refer to the middle surface 

E l  I £ 
	

;3trains in directions x and y 

Changes of curvature in directionsx and y 

shear strain 

'Iist 

Then the Strains t a distance z trom the middle suace 

of the deformed shell can he e:hL-eased anrroximatel\,r as (love 

1927, p.  629) 

ek= E, -z){, 	; eE-z7 ; 	e,= Y-ZzT (6) 

If U, V and w are the displacements in the directions X, 

Y and. 2 of a point on the middle surface at any instant, then 

the strains and changes of curvature are given (Love 1927 p. 

543) in terms of the displacements and t.ieir derivatives by:- 
£ I 	WV 	j_JU 

za äi 	 +Ii 

- __
IL  W_ . 	i 	a 	i 	 I 	wI 

-+; 
 JV 

where defines the angular ijosition of tao oint considered. 

For a freely supported cylinder in which the ends are 

circular, but not otaer'Tise constrained 

U = U cos no cos 
irm 

V = V sin no sin 

W 	COS no SJfl 7m 

where n and *m arc the number of circumferential and axial 

wave-lengths respectively and U, V and W are functions of 

time only. 	These expressions satisfy the end conditions, 

see ppendix II (b), p•  79. 



Expressing the strains in terms of TJ, V and W and sub-

stitutini in (5), the inteLcral may h evaluated to give:- 

s = 	1Att+(W_nV)z+ZoAV(W_nV)+(1j)(AV_nU)2 
1 

+J f )6wz+(n V_nL w)L+2o At W(nW-n V)+(i-ir)(A V-An 
W11 Iz a 
(8) 

where A 

L'e kinetic enerv at any instant is ,piven by 

T = 	Lzwrt pfl ~(+()tJa d# x Jz 

or T= ITph t
4-9 

	

a 	 (9) 

since U, V and 	we iaaewndent va:iables, the  

	

equation is .aprlicahle 	1:is pives:- 

	

( T1 - 	 - 

ai5i5/ 	ii - Ju 

and two 	1lCLi a net 0115 111 V Eifld 	From (a) , (9) and (10) 
h ta ü - o - ir at IA'U+crA(W-nV)-n(V)(AV-nU)j 

U, V rid 	ro -periodic with reenact to tiLe and may be 

Written: - 

US 	COS Lj ta 	V 	13 Cos wt 	7 	t3 cop, cot 	 (11) 
macre , dand U are constants and 	r is the natural frecjuency 

of the vibration. 

V' 'n e 

	

+0-AC =0 	 (12) 

er-a 

(10) 
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$imilarly, by substitutinp in the Larange equation for 

V and 

An 4.L( '-) 
,\ZftL 	(m+ 	)AUJjLn */f4C&_o )ALn 1jC 0 Os) 

and t-AA _Ln +pt3+Z_r.ALnhJH+L1_O*p(X1+flt)./C = 0 	 114) 

where 	/3 —&L 

	

E1iminatin - 	 L.rmc 0 . '.oi e11ation 	(12.) , (15) and 

(14) rives a cubic Ci.l.I.flfl 	 or which the roots define 

the natural frecuencies of vibra 1011. 	The equation is:- 
3 

L - '-2 	+K1 	- To = 0 

vhe Y: C 	= { (ar)(I+ 4A ( i-'r)/31(A ni'- 2(4 crZ)A4 8A1fl2 n A4+4Az& t% + 4J 

4 (3+dn4+ 

and 	I t 	 2 (-4~ J 	 (15) 

(b) 	1ternative theory f o. clind rs wit ticelysuprorted 

ends -_eTuilihi.ium method. 

n. outline of the equilibrium netho, used by other 

authors, is yiven here in order that the effect of certain 

approdmations may be more fully appreciated. 

0nl the element previously considered (fi&;. 30), the 

forces and moments acting, are as follows (they are ecpressed 

for a unit length of the middle surfece of the element):- 
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H 	
- 	 - 

the shear force on the face perpendicular to the 

-axis and acts parallel to the Y-axis 

are similarly defined 

	

bend ip moments on 	surfaces i)arpen- 

t e 	L-r:oa roarective.ly 

H 	 ;ting moments on the above surfaces. 

	

- 	 'orces and moments are shown in 

relation to the middle surface of the element, OmOB. 

	

The only other force actina on ' 	 -[ 

to 	i- 	, hp..Ving components praDo - 	 oil,  v 

i. the x, y and z directions respec 

erin the equilibrium of the element, six 

equations are obtained by resolving along and 'by taking 

moments about the component axes; 	diving all the terms by 

PPe 	 rro: 

a 	 = fLkL dM 
cx 40 

JNO  +a JAJ.4, - 	pthV 

+ a amuz + N 
9 dL' 



N. 4- j, .d 

N 
x 

N# 	L 
	

N1+,1. .Lx 

I'- 

+AN X.A\# 	
IL 

(o.) Forces 

(b) Msenks 

0 

- 

iz 

Y

i7 -6.4#36 

1 ft 

B 

s93I. 	rce*N.4 si 	 on an 

eier"an of a shelL 



6? 

aM +dMö-aN.zQ 	 YE 

34 	 +MdOX 0 HL 

1st t,CT:iJ O]C tJL 	1 	L; 1.C1 	 O 

and (21) is due to tn.e angle 	bet.:en. tCe red. ± 

planes passing through CA and BC. 	liI:LnUng 	 rnd N 

from the equations (i?) and (18) by means of (L) 	(20), 

the following equilibrium eQuations are obtained 

a 	.i. 	ii 
= P a hdIOA 

9 
dta 

dx 	x 	a 	 9 

a 	bt + 	+ ____ ___ + 	___ OwaZt a 	 c) 	d)( 

jS C 	 t 

ct on a surfce distant z fro,  the middle surface, the 

i:oces and. moments per unit length of shell are given by: - 



= 
it 

: 
ah 

J77
J - £1) 

-: 

- 171  

faces of the element, perpendicular to the axis, but in order 

to give a direct comparison with the energy method they will 

be ne(lected here. 

ji- te ene'1' -'etcd 

E(e 1 +øe ) 	p 	E (e +c) 	p 	E 

	

)L 	g_0L 	 '' 	(tr) 	' 

-.:id e ere 	et tin and 

strain at a distance z from te middle surfce of the element. 

iollowing the e::oeeduie of the energy method, e:pressing 

the strains e, ey and er in terms of the strains and changes 

of curvature of the middle surface and then in terms of the 

displscements u, v and w and substituting in the equilibrium 

equetions, the following three equations in ii, v and vr are 

In e, c' 

IIA   

	

+ f-o  dtu. + 10 c)v !IA 	r 

	

cht 	Za t  dZ 	a thcd4 a a 



Jr—W ( 27 ) 
za tilt c) 	Vti# 	Z JxL 	ti 	izaL 	at 	a 

p(trL) Jav 

(es) 
a ti 	a1 	at ,zaLL d4 	zjZ Zo#4 ataJ 

-T 
fry! 

ssuming the eave- om ii = 	 cos n 	ccs t, 

sin!rm ? am n 0 cosLut 

CCC fl 	CCC wt TM X 

and putting ã  
El 

equations ( 26 ) , ( 27 ) an ( 2.2) reuc a to: -- 

0 	o 	 (29) 

- { (li. o)), n A + L 	oMt+nt- +f 1i t+ 0. rA91B4n.1? {+.A In Ile = 0 	(50) 

oAA-Ln+ptn3+C-4A51JB -Li- A 4-,ft(A+t)JC = 0 	 (31) 

n, it 	B and C aivs te cubic equation: - 

L- KL4- k,L - K0 = C 
irhere K() = 2. (1 rt(1r)j4+ 4 (1 	 2 i& 2Cir1A4 

K1  
. (1 rM~n ZJ 

1t (3 )AL,)s3L(Att)t (,)t~ ii 	 (32) 

It will he observed that although the saee assumptions 

and approximations are made, the energy and equilibrium 

methods do not yield the saaie result. 	Comparing the three 

equations (29), (50) and (31) 01 tile equilibrium method with 

the correspond in: equations (12), (13) and (14) obtained by 
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enero, eun.t ions (if) nnd ( o ) a:e identical and so are 

ecluotions (14) and Hi) : 	the coefficients of 	of the 

terms deDendent uor p 	eruation (13) differ sliitly 

from those of ecuati 

In coraparina the expressions for K obtoined by the 

two methods the teri indeDendent of the thickness to radius 

ratio (i.e. t erms outside the square brackets) s.re identical 

eet(  

YJc:)eI 	 j '( 	 1fl•• (A+nt)+ K 

md erendent ce A :e the some foe .e k: 	- 	 end the 

other terms have tneir coeificic.nts slightly changed. 

.kt a freely supported end, the conditions to be satis-

fied are that the displacements in the radial and circurn-

ferential directions are zero and that the axial force and 

ecicent in an aiai plane are zero. 

i.e. 	e 	.L: 	• 	 (. 	- 	 C. 

Eh [ Ju 
1-rrtdx a 

E h3 ALW— * 	~__y_ 
- 12(S_ grt)jx a1I.a" do)]  

proportienri to ate 7rrng . thus at the ends where 

and 	= 	
ede nec an 	n.iditions are satisfied. 
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(c) ]iuienicalresultsof apDroYJnm.tlons in the mathematical 

theory. 

Jith the above outline of the equilibrium method, it is 

possible to give in more detail the difference between the 

analyses of previous authors and their limitations. 

Using the equilibrium method, Love obtains equations 

corresponding to (26), (27) and (28), but do asnot suggest a 

wave form to fit freely suported ends; 	his ecuations are 

more complicated, as extra terms are obtained as foLlows:-

(a) Allowance is made for the effect of curvature on the 

st;m ins. 	An element is considered huving a middle layer of 

unit length and radius of cirvature L; 	under deformstion, 

the middle layer extends £ nd changes in curvature 

t Hst the C rV'( Of lonnL jn:: 	1 rer d 	 t 

te 

 

_L J_ Llnt 01 I I 	 -• 

the strain in the elm on:L, 	£—z } 
1 Z/R 

For strs.ins in 	 ii: :irVI. 00 

epression reduces to that used previou[AL Ui. this :srer, 

but fn:,  strsinn fh cii: rUTmiti 1 	rect Hi-n 	md 

a a a2  
0--n coiside:r 	Z )C cud 	, reaaroing 

	

small compared with 7 xU tmis negle•cti 	LCIT!5 con- 
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taming products of £ and z. 

The influence of a direct stress in the radial 

h r diectron; 	this stress must be zero when z - 	and is 

always small. 

Allowance is made for the trapezoidal shape of two of 

the faces of the element considered. 

Each contributes some extra terms to the expressions 

for A, but these terms are always small compared with the 

existing terms. 

.also using the equIeL; 1w, eewLac , :Luge ow :u1e(J a 

frequency expression corresponding to equations (32) and as 

previously stated the present author derived his expression 

independently by the energy method assuming the same vib- 

ration form. 	Fligge used similar strain e:rressions to 

those of Love, but considered all terms in z and z2 . 	Allow- 

ance was made for the trapezoidal shape of the two faces of 

the element, but the radial StreSS wee considered to he zero 

throughout the shell thickness. 

rIIiTi1oshen1 0  was not concerned with the vibration of thin 

cylinders ut with their deformation  undei a given static load  

and thus he ohtaind, equations (26), (27) and (26) with the 

static load replacing the inertia term on the right-hand side 

of each equation. 	The strain expressions used in this paper 

are identical with those used by Timoshenko and like the ]ter 
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the author has ignored the trapezoidal form of the laces and 

the stress in the radial direction. 

In order to investigate the validity of the assumptions 

iiade in this paper, the coefficients K were evaluated for the 

different strain erpressions and for several particular nodal 

arrangements recjuencies were calculated from each set of 

values of K. 	To facilitate comparison, a value of Poisson's 

ratio of 0.29 was assumed; 	all the cylinders investid.ated 

in the paper were of steel and the variation of Poisson's 

ratio is not great. 	below are given a series of expressions 

for the coefficients K, usind the above nijniericcl value for 

Poisson's Ratio. 

K0 

kethod A 0.3 	+ 0 K5p1(Atr 	-7. 632 	 6 	nJ 

Method B 0. 3251 A4 0 355A-I-T 	-6. OC 6 A4n- 7.2 9Arj-hri-1 . 332A+3. A2nnj 

ILethod. C 0.32 lA +Q.55A +i)- LldSt-0. 09 DAn-ArI -L u + 7. 7'i A+'A +nJ 

Method P 0. 3251A440.35 A'+r?0. 50A'-6A'ii • 	 ir '.i-3.74SA4+3. 4?A'h+ n9.J 

1. aLhod A /Al.913A*n 

-l.6d5r +l.A4 nJ 

Method B 0. 355 ( A'~no.o55n+J. 071.A./3f1. 355(- 	-OS'S 4•-i. 

-1.6i5rt +0.?lA+ nJ 

Method C 0. 555( A+nC .555 -t-l. 7LAZ+,4jL. 3 

-2 .79n i-l.0 65 	nJ 

Method P 0.i55(AZ+Thi.O. 	7Z+p[] 355(AZ4nZ)34.0.4 BE 5A4_ 4b.71A*n 

4 	 t rc 	+ 	A4- 	/iilj 
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LLetio(i . 1. :n( AL+n ) ~ 1 	pI( A2 +n2 ) 	1. 

Method B 1.355( At4n2) - 1 +/3f( AL4n)'l + O.71A- 2J 

Method. C 1.55( At-n) # 1 +p[( A* n 	 nJ 

Method B 1.355(ALln 	* 1 +flf(A24n)l 	1.O6A2 - lC1 2 	
J 

Method A. 	Brom analysis of this parer. 	Energy method; 

ci plc strain expressions. 

Method B. 	Results of continuing Timoshenko's analysis. 

Equilibrium method; 	using simple strain 

expressions. 

Method. C. 	kesuits of continuing Love's analysis. 

Equilibrium method; 	using more exact 

strain expressions. 

Method. B. 	From Fi{igge's results. 	Equilibrium method, 

using exact strain expressions. 

It is interesting to note here that making exactly the 

same assumptions about the strain distribution as Elfigae did, 

and using the energy method, the values of K obtained are 

identical with tdose given under B. 	This will be discussed 

in rore detail later. 

1' e ci rve 	rcrc 01 	oga: nst A cove' t; je 1)1iOa1fl 

A f--rnTl C to 4. 

fl Broe 2 to 7 (though sowe curves are drawn for higher values 

of n) 

oC ( 	) rro'e C to C.1 
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Considering the exDessions, K, obtained by the four 

methods, it is not possible to decide how important are the 

differences without direct numerical calculation, although 

it can be stated that the more important terms (numerically) 

are unaffected by the method used. 	•s all the differences 

occur in terms proportional to p the greatest percentage 

deviations between the various expressions will relate to 

C4 a 0.1, giving 	e waximum value of /3 . 	Chlculations for 

various values of A and n give the following results:- 

For K0  and. oC w 0.1: 	or a particular nodal pattern the 

values of K0  given by methods n, B, C and D lie within one 

per cent. of each other and this percentase difference is 

ons  reacned I the modes siven by: - 	a 	and A= 0.77; 

= o and A I. 3 . 	If o( = 0 .0525 , the iiio:dmuin oercentage 

rvfcren.ce is reduced to one hi if per cent. 

For L, and K2  with 	methods a., B, C and D give 

results lging within u.h per cent, and 0.1 per cent, of each 

other respectively. 	11or a first approximation, the frequency 

is proportional to 	,sn that the freenencies calculated by 
I 

the various methods will lie within one half per cent, of 

each other for cK = 0.1 and within one quarter per cent, for 

= 0.0525 (relating to the thickest experimental cylinders). 

:ous, from a practical point of view, it is justifiable to 

use the simplest method, as in this paper. 
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It has pr'viously been mentioned that making the same 

strain assumptions, the equilibrium and energy methods do 

not give identical sets of equations; 	this statement 

requires further consideration. 	Buppose that extra terms 

are introduced into the expression for shear strain and 

apart from this modification the usual analysis followed by 

hot methods 

e, = I [AV-u_ fAv2A.W- L.JJ sin ' 	cos 
wheis is is 	iriear function of , B and C, of the form 

L 	HA + cL8 + C) Cos Wt 

and a
A 

a and -c are constants for a particular mode and 

cylinder, the strain energ-r is siven by:_ 

B 	7rEh f IUz+(W_nv)+z r ,u(W-n v)+ (, tr)CA viiu)a+p (A4 w2 

W-n v)~ L(1-trKZA V-2I,, W-L)fJ 

The e:pess.on for nifletic energr 1 a iiniiLt, ered ; 	using 

Lrn(e's euuat.ion, introducing 	.cos cou etc. and 
21i a 2 f 	,W 

the foliowind three displacement esuateons E 
e obt iriod 

dA o 
4 	A + ( 	 #fI {n'+ Z('-),4JJ8 -Ln fp~Ø..irMts jJc 

+&O--)pLL +LeJs-LL-.A8 10 
-AA-Ln+p[n1+&-J,J8tL,- +,,t~nztJe 1- O-.rflLL j -2AB +2AnC +ZAiiLJ:O Je 

If the eouiiIai1u1 of 	elo ant is condo cued the 

extra term only appears in the expressions for the twisting 

moments, I 	and is4 hence the modified form of the 
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cc'i ilibrium ecuations is: - 

L+,.ithtt_flJA_ 	 Ac:o 

- { (7+o)A jo ,4'. £16-ø1A+h'.44/3 (Iit+(1r)41JJ8_Lfl +pIs!+ Ax Ile-i (s-all 

A -En +,4 f a'-# cz-th4%i118 s-Li-a +p(AL+)tJC + (i-.)pM L o 

In order thot the i:':odrctior of L should olter the 

two sets of euuat ions by equal amounts, there are nine 

conditions to be satisfied, newely that the coefficients of 

A, B and C are changed by the same quantities for energy and 

for equilibrium in each of the three equations, but there 

are only three unknowns, tie coefficients 	
A' 

and so 

that in general the introduction of an extus strain tern 

changes the two sets of eivataons hr different amounts. 

If two extra strain terms, one dependent upon z and the 

other upon z2, are introduced into both the expressions for 

exy and ey, then the nine conditions still have to be satis-

fied, but there are now twelve variables, the coefficients, 

q, in the four new strain terms. 	It can 'be shown that 

Fligge's strain expressions satisfy these nine conditions 

and thus using them an identical set of equations is obtained 

irrespective of whether energy or equilihriun is considered. 

(d) 	,train energy d istnibut ion 

By substitutinr the values for i', V and 'V of (11) in the 

expression for strain energy (8), the maximum strain e orgy 

may be written in terms of me component amplitudes:- 
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Sm 	ir £ hf f AAz~(C n8) + AAC-ng+ 1ao)(AB-nA t+p IA4 2 

O.AC&aC_ fl 8)+c,-)cA6-AcriJ 133) 

In the above, the first four terms give the strom 

energ,r due to stretching and the remainder - dependent on 

the ratio 	- that due to bending. 	To deteIine what each 

effect contributes to the total energy, the ratio A:B:C is 

remired. 	13v elimination between (12), (13) and (14) 

-.r),'i (?4 
C 	L2A-V +(,-o-1 	 - 

o (s ,)AZt/3 	n 2rAS4.3 AnZ 2rnz_. 

cnd B 
C  

These result." ruwr he used to evaluate tiie stretching 

energy 

s 	 j)+ _n)) 	 (36) 

the bending energy 

Sb p 	CL 	t. 	 (37) 
441_.z)j 	 C 	 C j 

for any particular case in which. 	( muo. iono.1! to the 

square of frequency) has previously- been obtained 1LOi (15). 

Eeuations (36) and (37) can be rewritten in the fonr:- 

SS 	Eir 	1 £C' 	 (38) 

and S
14(4 

 
b 0 1.1J 

whereand are non-dimensional energy factors for 

stretching and bending respectively and the teii in the 

bracket is a constant for the material. 
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APPJDI III 

(a) 	Limiting values 

High values of A (Very short axial wave-length) 

As a first approximation for large values of A , the 

expressions for A0  ooA K, con be,  simlified end 	emuned 

e(ual to 	; 	hence 

= t (.-(:)A'. (i,)/3CAL.)4  

T (1r) +n')'  i 	C3-)/? (t)S 

i en 	(I-r)*(4 Ali,  4(i_r)p4 (jL1qt) 

A 	{ (i-)(A+pP + 

)L(u4A4.,. 4 ('-dJ? (t)4Jf 2 (i-o) A (A'.-)+ 36-013l ()J 
It ('-r)(A)+ j (3-)fl (A+)J1  

Lte condtion for dA 	C reducco to: - 

(,t(,4 ,A3 t(1_ p 	**nz)4+ o_.)pZA (Aa+t)S=  

neglectin sunJi te1T1s. 	There is no root to this equation, 

apart fro.- A = 0, which obviously gives a ininiuur value for 

the frequency, and thus the frequency against A curves do 

not reach a reeximum value, although some of them exhibit 

reverse curvature. 

A = 0 (Infinitely long axial wave-length) 

For this case, the end conditions are of no importance 

and each axial cross-section may be considered to be per- 

forming the same motion; 	thus tue inextension foriuu.la  is 

applicable and the values given by the analysis of this paper 

rpiCtiid agree with those given by Rayleigh's tommie. 	Taking 

as approximately euei to ±O and ut-I;ny A cu in the 

core essions for K, 



(3+o)n4+ n*J 

P  na  is alnrs s 11, te second ron of terIs iii toe 

denominator mar be nedlected and thus 
- 

— 	)41 

uttin p 	
pat(I_crz)4w*I!t 	 -L - 7ii 	 Eq 

expression : 1T00 t 	rneo. e:ec o Son tl of orlci:S. (]501 

P. 386). 

(b) Effect of uniform axial compressive stress on frequency 

The ei'fect of a uniform axial compressive stress, Pc, 

superposed on the stress produced by the vibratory deforiaation 

is best seen by considerins the equations derived from equi- 

librium of an element; 	this additional stress only changes 

the force Nj and moment M, iven by equations (25), as the 

other forces and moments are independent of the stress in the 

axial direction. 	In the equilibrium equations (22 to 24), 

this force and moment appear only as differentials with 

respect to x so that w'en expressed as functions of u, V and 

W, the equations (26 to 28) are unaffected by the introduction 

of the stress, Pc. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Lathematical theory for cylinders with fixed. ends. 

Using the energy LIetliod, it is necessary to assume a 

convenient vib:ation form and then the general method of 

analysis is similar to that used for freely supported ends. 

LL1C L1d CC 'I..tCCfl C 	r  
	0, V = 0 

C 

5or,  tie freely supported cyli den, tie venietion of 

along the axis was minusoidai, similar to the variation of 

displacement with length for the flexural vibrations of a 

freely supported beam. 	Thus for cylinders with fixed ends 

the variation of w along the axis has been assumed to be of 

the foi of the flexural vibrations of a beam with fixed 

ends. 

in order to si 1J:dy 

the analysis, the onh 

is taken at the mid-point 

of the cylinder and the Inc 

conditions of even and odd 

numbers of axial nodes con- 

sidered separately; 	thn 

variation of w is an even and 

an odd function of x for eve: 

and odd. numbers of nodes 

respectively. 

F11.  32. Wbrst.on forms 
for  b4sons wi th  fised £I%dI 



:Even huiibers 01' A:Kiai ]Jodes 

Pu ana.loev rritIl the disrleceent of a fi:>:ed beam, the 

e1 dJ.e- 1ecn et o2 the. niin r i taken. ec 

- d) 	.j5 n4 
f ifl nf 

sir - 
fl1iI 

EeI( 	t.' n12 1M. aiven 

Za ZaL 
t.Cn conditions that 	L and SLW a. C 

at. x 	. 	}e 7:)C.T elI LH1D CULiO1 II 

4= iSo6ir 27r 
a 	 2 

c0Iees)ofl(l 1fl 

jjr jj7r 
2 

- 	_•i_•_ 	ncL i -; 

The d isria cements in the erie I end c ircurnferential 

d irocticiis era taken as: - 

n 	- IJ( 	- 	sinkAtx ) ccc n 

v 	V(co,+ 	cOkC) &) cm rt 

setjci:vine lila calidltl 	In 	P nm V 	C t : 	± e. 

s in the analysis for freely supported ends, the 

strains at s distance z from the middle surface are expressed. 

in terms of the displeoenents, the strain energy and kinetic 

energy evaluated in terms of the disnlhcements and Lagranpes 

equation used to obtain three disriacement equations from 

which the fre.uency cubic is evolved. 	- .ih the usual 

notation the princiral ecuntions are:- 



iit rains: - 

e:r=, - ); 	e- rE& - ziç and. e--y- flr 	nere 

El = & 	 U(eos )*)( -k coti &at )COS . 

Ex a ..L(_IN): .j (P V-W)(co 	, 4  cosA)COS I 

Y - 	
j - Ic sinli au) sin * 

	

a 	a 

= 	w 	W(-ees 	eosIji)cog J1 
a 

I jrJw + 	= i (n V- Pa'. V4(ces ,az + IC cosi ,uic ) cos s 
a2t / j 

f (fdv 4 J_) +*tn,W)(si_hs4Ii.&)ssii no 
it 	Wk 

Jtrain euen 	 __ 	 d* dz 

iTtit f Ilo, U1*1p.'9 W2*0i[Ot VW).~J1 V_naW,a/+2.jrr 	(/V~4'W 

t uii W-in V W)}4- I i-ir) 	1) 	1,itn UV+4flstiñ.itn W3tn VWP 10) 

Kinetic enerr 	paP[ 04 u  

where the four functiens 9 depend on At and will he con- 

sidered later. 

Usino; Karange's equstion, -putting U 	J, cos wt, 

A aI t 1 
V = B cos wt and 1 C cos wt and writ

• 

na
Ail 

tIe fol1 ovrin three C1iSti:'Y1S a e obta nod - 

L
IA1 8,+L LInr)st94_Z1 041A-E C1-o94. 	?iin.b+crii , 	 (if) 

-U (i-rI 94 +ø9] 	i-L nt 9+ U4MtO4i 8a +fiIn'9+ 2(I-oM. 04 11 

O3+2(7-)M1n 04 Ile- = 0 	 (11) 

	

03 A EI 8a +flfn'Ozi-eri#.ta 9,+ 	 * LOa 8j{4'9. # it481 

D3 	(,_ ), t,tto4IJe 0 	 (44) 

lIe functions & i 	st Ls'n ins I is iutei;rals of the pro- 

ducts and. squares of the sine and hyperbolic functions; 



on 

theT are civn 

cm 	
+ 4 a l 

& tnih 4 	4 k ces4 çj& 4 . I& 
4 	 + 

4 + a a Ics;si4 + A 4k ccr4 sIiihf-t a 
mi 

	

*a 	za 

	

aA cJ 	d 
93=1a kssIjj-ic2  

a 
8 	1-a 4 + a ic Sin 	S 4.k 4k cos Aj! rih j - al 	aMV *a.at 

4Jc cori 4f 5i,,.J 
2Utt1fl IC SlP,MP/a 	CO*/2p 	these expressions 

recstce Ln:— gosh "eha 
O,9z I + Ic L 

2. 4 1-/ç I 	ssn4 
a 

Before cons iderina the :Ireuenoy cubic and its coefficients 

the displacerent equations for an odd number of axial nodes 

i,iriJ be obts med. 

01 	Himb er o P :xial Nodes 

Taking an odd function of x for the displacement w, 

usinp t .e heir uLc.pr, t'-le coiponent displacerents are: - 

U 	k'eo:Jc jt)os 340 cos tit 

v = 	,k! -.iC'fiMh ,t) sin n9l co: 

o 	s'. 	- IsinA 	) car m 91 cos a 	a 
where are -J von L)r: - 

tan4 ..jranI4 
za 

The diapl CE eats satisf -  the stated end conditions and the 

roots of the eruaticu inj* are: - 

ft1 	Lw, lw, L? 7r 	 corresponding to 

3 	c 	7 	 axial nodes. 

Using these expressions and proceed inp in the mLnner indic- 

ated for an even number of axial nodes, three e(uations in A 

B and C are obtained, identical with the previous set except 
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that functions ij.. , 	arcT i.4 rplace 0, 9 , 93  and 84  

ihe fnnc t :Lcnis, 'ii n S?? iTl f iJ, :euc 	-to,: - 

___ 
IAI e,18 	ezI 1/*a 

nd k' 	fP% A.Ilxa = + eos 
siish )*I/aa 	cesk ,a/ a  

ot t 1L C 	11  

in the expressions 	and f- Thus the expressions 9 can 

bL flLOa1f1ed in fO]m to:-

0, c 

o:-
9,= 8 	1+ C— W"*' , - 
93 94 z 1+(_!) 	(i ii,, -*k2) 

nncl ticn ( 	'xtc)DS (i 	Ii) 	C T(Dr 

to all numbers of axial nodes. 	Eliminstin: , U and C 

(45) 

gives 'T. 

It vihro ic f(1-2d) # 

9 t 	 93 
/LDl- (-o)t —(t,r)dr 1 ) bt4.,a_1z 	+2(1) 	- e1— cr)m6  

+ 
11 &4 O_4)Ij 

: 	. ),a+ 	

go 

+ 

tpLi-a.L!,.'+tCi-cr.. 	 + 
- 	JZ -4 ('+.)+a t1.-a-) 

= L81 + { (t-rJ 	+ 	) 

1H the 	e SS1O?10 
-for 	tkL elat. ons 	9, end 94  

hove beer used to exm:ess all the rat os between the O's in 

terTDe of the :eciprocal relations ! 	±i 	. 	t iii DO 
93 



noted that if all the expressions 9 ore equal to unity, the 

expressions for J reduce to the correspond in ones for 

freely supported ends - the e ressions K; 	to make the D's 

unity, k has to be zero and. 	a nultiple of 7r and then the 

expressions ii, v and w vary sinusoidally alone: the axis, 

aivin the displacements for freely supported ends. 	Thus 

the frequencies for freely supported. ends may be obteined as 

a special case from the equation for fixed ends. 

It is more tedious to solve the cubic for fiud ends 

than that for freely supported ends as n the former some of 

the coefficients have different values for each number of 

.10(100 due to to .e variatlo. of 9 1'rithe. 	Table 14 

,iI 1TOS VOlijEls of 9 foIl ifferent ruoibersof axial nodes, 

showing that their effect on the coefficients is not great 

and thus the freoiioncv curves will he similar to those 

obtained for freely supported ends. 
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fl'(PTT I  

ValueEof functions 9 

1140 . 	of 

Nodes 
,d a 

'UpK  Sin At 8 83  = 94  

2 1.506w +L.1327 -0.9998 1.0176 0.5598 

3 2.5W -0.02788 +1 0.9992 0.7462 

4 3.571 -0.00578 -1 1 0.8181 

5 A..57 r +0.00120 +1 1 0.8585 

6 5.5ir +:: .000250 -1 1 0.8843 

7 0.5T1 -0.0000520 +1 1 0.9021 

8 7.51r -0.0000108 -1 1 0.9151 

Except for two and three axial nodes the e:pressions 

9 	c 	to: - 

9,= 1 ancL 

LOS 	e n StCt CCL tLo v :CCt ion 10 1 00.31 1100 10 all1:ror- 

mate but satisfies the end conditions 	it can only be used 

to obtain frequencies by the nnergy method, as the equilibrium 

equations (26 to 28) are not satisfied by it. 	In order to 

use the equilibrium method, a more complicated and :.Lore exact 

vibration form, satisfying these equations, would have to be 

assomed. 
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Plate 

Experimental arrange: ent for cylinder O.  10. 


